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Prefao®
It would aeem that tho field of text books for zaeoh- 
anioal drawing had been amply eorered by the many books of-* 
fared on this aubjeot. Yet during ten years of expsrlenoa 
In the teaching of this subject the author has not seen one 
that presented material in a psychological order and made 
use of sound principles of learning. The material has been 
presented chiefly In an order such as a draftsman would use 
In making a drawing or In an order of progression of prob­
lem difficulty or as a reference book wherein one may find 
material for the making of a drawing. It is doubtful wheth­
er any of these texts prepared by these methods would stand 
a scientific analysis. They lack the application of the 
principles of learning which the modern conception of educa­
tional efficiency demands. This belief has urged the au­
thor to make a study of the two-fold problem* namelys
(1) The analysis of existing texts.
{2) The writing of a text that would meet sound cri­
teria essential for an elementary text book In mechanical 
drawing.
In approaching the first problem all text analyzed 
were subjected to an examination by the author. The an­
alysis was limited to content only and did not include phys­
ical structure. After certain standards were established*
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«aoh text xae studied to determine to what extent the 
orlterla were fulfilled.
The rating of texts has heen used as the Introduetlcn 
to the eeoond or m j o r  problem of writing a text that will 
eatlsfy the modern principles of education in the field of 
vocational training.
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Ill
Introduotlon
Criteria of a Good Text Book
Twelve orlterla have heen «et up covering the eesexi* 
tlala of a good meohanloal drawing text hook* The reeeon 
for the establishment of eaoh criterion, why It le eeeen* 
tlal that a text should meet this requirement, and the ad­
vantages of fiu»etlng the requirement or the disadvantages 
of not xoeetlng the requirement follow In each case the 
statement of the criterion.
Criterion 1. The text should be based upon psycholog­
ical order#
The method, usually followed In the drafting room, of 
having the student complete each drawing In turn Is the 
procedure developed from commercial practice where experi­
enced draftsmen make complete drawings* This Is the logi­
cal order for a commercial drawing and therefore may be 
oalled the logical teaching order, but, from the learner's 
viewpoint and for good educational method It la not sound* 
Instead of treating each drawing as a unit the psychologi­
cal order would require, rather, the independent treatment 
of the component parts which collectively constitute a 
drawing*
Criterion 2* The text should provide good pedagogical 
procedure*
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The method of preeeating the rfiaterl&X must he auoh 
that It may he easily ondefstood by the student; should con­
vey the neeessary information while heing thought provoking; 
should secure the desired results in eonstruotion end tech­
nique without the formation on the student*s part of hahlts 
that are detrimental to later progress*
Criterion 5* The text should be divided Into units 
of work*
To offset the artificial conditions of school train­
ing# to secure for the student the beneficial sense of 
having accomplished a definite piece of woiA:# and to assist 
in the teacher*s determination of acccmplishment the text 
should he divided Into units of work* This also makes pos­
sible the teaching of certain definite units of the subject 
of drafting such as pencil drawing# or Is ttaring without 
the necessity of the student going through other construc­
tive work not needed to secure the particular accomplish­
ment desired* For night and trade school work such a di­
vision into units is necessary if the training Is to he 
considered efficient.
Criterion 4# The text should develop technique*
It Is absolutely essential that the commercial draw­
ing should have good technique in order that no possible 
opportunity for a difference of Interpretation may be 
present* Unless examples or standards of good technique
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«r« up and provided frosi the very be^lnniag» the stu* 
dent will develop M e  own unfavorable habits and techniques* 
He must poeeess good technique before his drawings will 
have eozmerelal value* It Is easier to establish good 
habits In the beginning than to do the double task of re«» 
moving old habits and then establishing new ones*
Criterion 5* The text should provide iraetlcal prob*»
leas*
IS It necessary that the student shall learn such 
principles of drawing as projection and Intersection on 
theoretic and Imaginative pxoblems and then be required In 
the ccsamerolal world to make his own transfer from theory 
to practice? If an Imaginary problem has no practical ap­
plication* why should It be taught? If it has an applica­
tion* why not teach the applied In the first place? Froa 
this viewpoint it would seem a waste of time to teach draw­
ing by means of artlfldal projects when the same principles 
of drawing can be taught through projects that have practi­
cal application*
Criterion 6* The text should be considerate of the 
learner*s time*
Too much repetition of procedure without the introduc­
tion of new processes or new applications of old principles 
Is waste of the learner*e time*
Criterion 7* The text should be self-sufficient*
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All the imterial and Information neeessary to enable 
the pupil to suooesefully maeter the problems should be 
eontalned In the text* The material should be presented 
by examples and Illustrations, by referenoe to preoedlng 
work or by dlseusslon of Qie topio to be treated* Befer- 
enoe to other books should not be neeessary, though the 
broader the souroes of information, the more Intelligently 
the worker oan attaek his problem* For n l ^ t  sohool and 
home work other referenees are often not available*
Criterion 8* The text should not be a copy book but 
develop an understanding of procedure*
Dlseusslon of this phase of the text would hardly 
seem neeessary but frequently texts of the oopy book type 
have been made* This type of text does develop the manual 
skill of the worker but does little for his understanding 
of procedure and little to develop the ability to apply 
his skill and learning to new problems*
Criterion 9* The text should develop each phase of 
drafting separately*
As every teacher of drafting knows, this subject has 
long been likened to a language and just as some Idea is 
expressed through language in a book with its divisions 
and sub-divisions of chapters, paragraphs, sentences, words, 
and letters, so a drafting problem consists of several 
means of conveying the desired information* And similarly
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aa the written language la atudled by developing an under* 
atandlng of th# ecmponent par ta, ao should the parts of 
drafting be studied* The larger divisions of drawing are 
probably determination of views and position, panelling, 
dimensioning, lettering, inking, and traolig* Eaoh of 
these larger divisions has In turn many smaller divisions. 
Penolllng might be taken as an example, with the horizontal 
line, the vertleal line, the Invisible edge line, oonstrue* 
tion line, projection lines and the Interseotlon of lines 
of eaoh of these types. To the person oapable of reading 
a drawing, eaoh of these kinds of lines has a distinct 
meaning and any oonfiision In their use by the draftsmen 
would make possible the misinterpretation of that portion 
of the drawing* With such a oomplexity of means of ex* 
pression, oan it be expected that the student will le^irn 
their use when presented to him in a confused order end 
mixed with new Information from other major divisions?
Criterion 10. The text should develop eaoh phase of 
drafting in psychological order.
It Is not eiioufsXi that each phase of drafting should be 
developed separately as previously dlsousssed, but eaoh 
phase must be developed psychologically* Imagine the con* 
fusion that must be in the student's mind when he Is re* 
qulred to make a drawing for the first time which contains 
the expression of intersecting Invisible edges, terminai
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InvlBible edges^ orosBhatoklng of two or three materials« 
dimensioning of elreular objeots, and oblique dlmens Ion 
lines, l^aterlal must be thoroughly assimilated by the 
pupil before going on.
Criterion 11. The text should provide unlfozm Intro* 
duotlon of new material.
When a text Is developed on a psyohologleal basis, 
new material should be presented In auoh a manner as to 
make the assimilation of new material. Information m d  
skill a continued end even process. Too many new concepts 
to be formed In close relation to eaoh other will tend to 
be confusing while too few or none at all is a waste of 
the learner's time.
Criterion 12. The text should teach comm rclal 
practices.
Drafting Is a commercial trade subject whose value Is 
In Its use* To be most useful the text must adhere to the 
practices and procedures as followed by the cosmnrclal 
drafting room.
The Ttatlng of TZeohanlcal Drawing Text Books 
Kow or Hecenily In Use
It was desired to find to what extent text books on 
drafting now or recently In use fulfill the twelve criteria 
that were set up. For this ourpoee a sampling of text books 
that have been published during the past several years was
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taken* Ko effort vae made to eeleot texts having any par- 
tionlar method of treatment of the sub jeot* The only re­
quirement vas that they treat with drafting for beginners*
A total of eleven texts were rated with respect to the 
twelve criteria* The following pages contain an annotated 
bibliography of those texts that were rated# the procedure 
for rating# the table of ratings# and the conclusions drawn 
from the table*
Annotated Biblloitraphy of Texts Rated 
A. Essentials of Drafting, Cvensen, 1925*
A ocHubined handbook and text book for elementary 
mechanical drawing: divided Into chapters eaoh dealing
with a separate topic such as lettering# construction# 
materials# threads and machine construction* The last 
third of the book Is given to the statement of problems 
based on the degree of complexity*
B* X*c*s. Reference library# Vol. 53#
Deals with structural drafting and geometric drawing*
A text containing specific problems tending to develop tech­
nique and drafting practice rather than knowledge of draft­
ing principles*
C* Mechanical Drawing for Secondary lohools# Crawshaw and 
Phillips# 1916*
A foundational text covering sketching# pencil drawing# 
tracing# blueprinting# sheetmetal# machine drawing# wood­
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work, measuremonta» arohltaoture, iaometrlo end cabinet 
drawing# The dlwleiona on aheetmetal and arohlteeture were 
oalled advanoed, but were of aeoondary sohool difficulty.
D. &:eohanl oal Drawing for Ceoondary Sohool a, French and 
Svenson, 1910#
A reference book rather than a text; contains brief 
points on how to draw, lettering, theory of projection, 
principles of size description, bolts and threads, sections, 
brief description of types of drawing, construction and 
sheet metal# About one third of the book Is given to the 
statement of problems*
S. Elements of t:aohlne Drawing, Jamison, 1904*
A text book containing information relative to elemen* 
tary principles and definitions, lettering, projection, 
drawing tools, methods of reproducing drawings, gearing, 
sketching and mechanical execution of drawings# A series 
of plates are given under the separate sections which the 
pupil shall copy#
F# Advanced t%chlne Drawing, Jamleon, 1905*
A text book dealing with Isometric drawing, shadows, 
perspective, theoretical problems and a few practical prob* 
lezQs# Discussion and problems are mostly theoretical#
G, Mechanical Drawing, Kenlson, 1912, American Sohool of 
Correspondence $
A text book dealing principally with construction end
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Interaeotions; oontains few drawing plates* There is con­
siderable discussion of each*
H# Engineering Drawing Theory and Application, Kerekea,
1928*
Â text book suitable for pupils of advanced age or 
ability of comprehension; deals briefly with projection and 
working drawings of machine nature* Over one half of the 
book is devoted to sheetmetal. There is a small section 
on lettering and construction.
X. Machine Drawing for Trade Eiohools, 0» C. Leeds, 1911.
A text or copy book on machine and sheetmetal drawing. 
It is not a trade school text for drawing but limited to 
copying and tracing and contains little information, 
y. Mechanical Drawing, John E. Reid, 1919*
Â text or manual suited to pupils of advanced age or 
ability; contains information on the use of instruments, 
construction, lettering, projection, working drawings m d  
shadows. Problems are of a theoretic nature.
K. Engineering Drawing, French, 1920.
Primarily a handbook on general mechanical drawing 
suitable to pupils of advanced high school or colie ge grade ; 
material is grouped by types, treats of projection, sketch­
ing, use of instruments, machine drawing, structural draw­
ing, architecture, patent drawing and mapping. Eaoh type 
is followed by statements of a number of problems.
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Preoedure for Rat in?!
All texts were oarefully studied* Each was examined 
and rated with respect to eaoh separate criterion* The 
ratings were determined wholly by the judgment of the au­
thor# The rating for each criterion was done on the basis 
of ten points where the criterion was fully met and a rat* 
Ing ascribed between ten and taro In proportion to the de* 
grec in which the text met the criterion# The table on 
the following page gives the results of the rating of these 
eleven mechanical drawing texts or hand books.
Each number at the top of the table refers to the 
criterion with the corresponding number#
The alphabetical index refers to the text so lettered 
In the annotated bibliography#
The totals as found at the end of the horizontal lines 
give the cumulative rating for the respective texts# This 
column should not be considered as a final rating or as am 
accurate index of the value of the text for it will be noted 
that equal values have been given to eaoh criterion# Un­
doubtedly they are not of equal value. The result, however, 
would probably be no nearer a true rating If varying val­
ues had been ascribed to the different criteria as these 
values in turn could only be determined arbitrarily by the 
author.
The final rating as given in the column headed ’rating*
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le baeed on the totale by giving a rating of (1) to the 
text having the highest total, (£) to the eeoond highest, 
and eontlnuing thus through the ooluian for the eleven 
texts*
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Tabl# of TOXt ItetiBgo
xiv
«riterio» mWbor
X 8 8 4 8 7 8 » 10 11 18 total rating
A 8 4 0 0 18 a 8 10 8 8 0 8 80 8
B 8 4 8 8 8 8 8 £ 8 S 0 8 66 8
0 0 8 18 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 0 8 90 1
B 0 0 0 0 8 8 8 8 8 8 0 0 88 «
X 0 0 8 8 0 8 8 0 0 0 0 8 88 6
F 0 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 0 88 8
a 0 8 0 0 8 8 8 8 8 8 0 0 30 7
H 8 8 8 0 8 8 8 10 0 0 8 0 48 8
I 0 0 8 8 0 8 8 0 0 0 0 0 18 11
j 0 0 0 0 8 8 8 8 0 0 0 0 80 10
X 6 8 8 8 8 8 8 10 0 0 0 8 86 4
em##e 4 f 8 8 8 11 11 8 8 4 8 8 ovorae# 7
mumeeorem
7 4 8 8 8 8 0 8 8 8 8 8
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Conolualons Drawn firom the Table
With twelve orlterle and a perfect eoore of ten 
points for each, the perfect score for a single book 
would be one hundred and twenty points « As will be noted 
from the table, the highest seore received by any book ex­
amined was seventy or just a little more than half of what 
should be expected.
Only four books received a score of approximately 
fifty per cent of the full score, the others being rated 
much lower. It is evident that the construction of a text 
book for mechanical drawing which will more nearly meet the 
criteria established Is a greatly needed undertaking for 
the advancement of this part of industrial vocational ed­
ucation.
That the criteria set up are fundamentally sound Is 
brought out by the uniform spread of scores throughout the 
table. There was no criterion that had not been considered 
In less than two books and the average number of times was 
seven.
The large number of times a zero score was recorded 
would seem to be indicative of a lack of the scientific 
study of mechanical drawing and of the failure of text 
book authors to plan their book for the best educational 
procedure.
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Tat>l9 of Pwposoo
Plato 1.To show tho prinolplo of pMjootlon*
To OÎIOW the method of "blooklog in”*
Plato S*
To show the use of dotted lines*
To illnstrate the teohnlqne of dotted linos*
Plate 5*To draw slanting; lines with the triangles.
Plate 4*
To clve praotloo in the use of the Oonpass.
To show the oonstruotion and use of o^ter lines*To Show a "two view" drawing*
To draw a tangent to a elrole*
Plate 5.To draw elrolee that are tangent*To draw a oirole tangent to a lino and a olrole*
Plate 6*To locate and draw arc from external centers*
To draw fillets#
To show the need of developing all views collectively# 
Plate 9*
To Show the ase of orods*sections*To show how to cross hatch*
To give practice in the use of tabulated dimensions* 
Plate 8*
To show the use and eonatruotioa of auxiliary vlows* 
Plate 9*To show the xaothod of drawing threads on bolts*
To show the method of drawing bolt heads*To show broken shaft ends*
To Show left and ri,<lit hand threads*To show the method of shortening long objects,
Plate 10,
To show tho methods of drawing threads In taped holes*
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Plate 11.
To provide praotloo in reading drawinga.
To Illustrate tho systoa oS dotalllng a single proJoet* To make an aooœably drawing.
To llluatrato a syotora of dimensions from tho center 
linos.
Plate 12.To make a section assembly drawing.
To us© a proportional scale #
Plato 13.
To make separate detailed working drawings from an 
assmblod picture drawing.
To show how to mk© a tracing.
Plate 14.
To make detslled working drawlngs from a dlrioonsloned 
assetiâ̂ ly drawing.
To show how to make blueprints.
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In oonatruetixis tho moehanleol drawing text that fol*» 
lows ovary effort has boon made to do so as aoientlftcally 
aa possible, to follow the principles of learning, and to 
provide means of securing the desired abilities in drafting 
with the greatest economy of time and effort*
The material and procedure of this text wore developed 
through a period of five years of experimentation in Junior 
and senior high schools and la adult nlcht schools* The 
results secured have exooedod those of othor texts and 
methods* The teohnl«|tte of the pupils was better* Their 
ability to construct independently a drawing of oonEaerolal 
character was greatly improved* These results, however, 
were not dotemined by ©eioatlfleally controlled groups 
but wholly by the author's observation*
This is an el^sntary text designed to provide the 
fundamental information end develop manipulative skills 
essential to advanced work in moot of the distinctive types 
of drafting*
Its form of construction makes it suitable as a begin­
ning course and text for junior high school grades, short 
terra night eehools, continuation schools, and part-time 
schools* It provides the related trade drafting for several 
trades, as well as being a beginning courao and text for the
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tra&0 of drafting;# The oeaaplotonooo of It» content alao 
mokoa It soltablo aa a "home etudy" te%t*
A radical change from the uaual text book ha» boon 
made in order to eecure the doelred procednree conelotent 
with the principle» of learning# This ie most noticeable 
in the first ten platos,which are carried in rotation con- 
eecntirely Ihroudbi the fundamentals of drafting for each 
different phase or division of drafting content. Sach 
plate was designed or selected from theory and eacporimenta- 
tion so as to provide Just the mterial needed# but no for­
eign materialI to carry out the development of learning 
appropriate at that particular time#
Twelve criteria were set up around which to build the 
text* These were:
1* The text should follow the psychological order*
2# It should îirovido good pedagogical procedure*
3# It should be divided into units of work#
4* It should develop technique*
5* It should provide practical problem»*
6* It should be considerate of the learner*» time*
7# It should be self-sufficient.
8, It should not be a copy book but develop an under­
standing of procedure# 
p* It should develop each phase of drafting separately< 
10* It should develop each 0iase of drafting in psycho-*
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logical order#
11# It should prorld© uulfom Introduetion of new laato- 
rial#
12. It should toaoh ocmmrclal practices*
Those criteria wore mot In this tort as follows: 
criterion ïïuaher On© was eoaslderod throughout tho hook 
and Is spoolfically aotloeable In the separate troataent of 
the oo3Q>onwt parts of a drawing*
ITWber Two: The form In which new material Is presented 
and tho type of Information accompanying this Introduction 
provides good pedagogical procedure*
îltfâher Three: This was provided for by division of the 
woi% into distinctive units* These units are a natural dlv-* 
islon under the form of the text and not an arbitrary division 
of a given number of hours*
Kmhor Four: The ostohXlehiaent of doflnito standards of 
technique, the uniform introduction of now material and the 
omission of unnecessary repetition are conducive to good 
teohnlgue»
Slumber Five: Svery project was raado a practical one 
taken froaa Inudatry* In the division of lettering a few ox- 
erclses have boon used to faollltato learning.
dumber six; Zkioh plate was solooted to provide specific 
experiences without uaaecosaary repetition of old material* 
Helpful sug^etlons have been given whore nooded and pro-
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oeûttrdâ provided \sliore euoh were adwtsabXo#
mraber sevens All lafoarjiation, dlreotloiw# end llluetra*» 
tioae needed for tho oarryin^s ont of tho conrsa are ooataiaed 
In this text*
Htsahor nichtj Platoe are presented In another form than 
that in whidh the pupil le to naîca tho drawing. The Isomotrie 
method is ueod la most oases#
Bnahor îîlnoî For psyoholosioal roasons oaoh unit or 
phase was developed hy pro^reseion through tlie saooeasive 
plates, only on© phase being treated at a time.
Ihmher Ten: This orlterion is closely rolated to Husaber 
Sine and was provided for through the eaiae moans as usod 
in Humber Hine.
îtobor Eleven Î Great care was used in the selection of 
plates to be drawn to see that the new material presented 
In each was as nearly (quantitatively equal as possible* 
Reference to the "Table of rwposes'* will show this fact* 
Hisabor Twelve: Commercial methods of representation, 
abbreviation, and of eymbolisatioa have been used*
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OE^ÎERAL IHSPRXÏ0TI0ÎÎ3
Those general instructions should be carefully read and 
obsorred both by tho student who is going; to make tho draw­
ings and by the instructor in charge of tho work if the text 
is being used ae a class text* There is no itan too small 
or of so little importance that it should be omitted# Every 
plate contains sane now information requiring additional 
i^ill and technique for its execution, and for this reason 
no plate should be omitted*
Mechanical drawing is a universal language and when prop­
erly laade is readable by those of any nationality who have 
studied that language* Each kind of line, each group of 
linos, the signs end symbols used, the arrangement or posi­
tion on the sheet of the views, the dlaonsions, their posi­
tion and grouping, these and all other facts and pointa of 
technique are parts of the language of mechanical drawing*
The road to the successful making of a mechanical drawing is 
by the observance of all the rules and methods that go into 
the making of a drawing. Good technique is absolutely essen­
tial for a commercial drawing and should be worked for by 
the student with the greatest effort possible; speed will 
caroe with the development of skill in manipulative ability 
and with the growth of the knowledge of mechanical drawing, 
but technique can be acquired only by great core end effort*
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Each plate ehoulâ show an Increased knowledG® and applloa» 
tien of technique» the fine points# the distinctive points, 
of a drawing that set it off Ttool the carelessly made draw» 
ing* It is attention to these details which makes it pos» 
eihlo to read the drawing without liahility of douhle or 
misinterpretation,
When we board a train and it pulls out of the station, 
we know its destination and have talcen that partloular train 
beoause it will take us to a definite place to which we want 
to so# likewise# let us make a brief survey of the mechan- 
ioal drawing course herein contained that wo may know the 
route to be followed and the objective to be worked for.
The first ten plates contain the fuadamantala of simple 
machine drawing# dealing with position of views, line values 
and line meanings# the use of tools necessary for common 
drawings# how to draw from one view to another# the way to 
show tho inside of an object and the kind of material of 
which it is made, how to draw view’s that do not come in the 
regular position# and last# how to show if there are to be 
threads on the work. These first tea plates are to be drawn 
in penoll only# end will contain no dimensions or lettering. 
They are xaade Just to show how the drawing of the object 
alone is to be made. This completes the first group or unit 
of work*
Starting with the first drawing again and working through
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tho tea drawlago la thoir conseoutlvo order, tho objoots 
Glmll be Inlcod in» The proper wol^hts ead kinds of lines 
shall be used and tho ear© and use of tho Inking tools ob­
served. This completes the second group or unit of work.
A drawing that Is Inked is still of no value, for the 
purpose of a mechanical drawing is to present the Idea of 
an object that Is to be made to some other person so that 
he may mice that object. It la easily soon that In order 
to do this the drawing must also give the dimensions that 
are necessary to Insure tho object being made as designed by 
the draftsman. For this purpose It Is necessary to return 
to Plate One and put on the dimensions of the object. Ihe 
remaining nine plates sliall also bo dimensioned In their 
consecutive order. This completes another mile stone on our 
road and the third group or unit of work.
After a few short exercises In which are shown the shape 
and spacing of letters we return once more to the first plate 
made and put on tho lettering necessary for that plate. The 
following nine plates shall likewise be lettered In. All 
ten plates shall bo lettered in penoll first and then start­
ing with the first once more and continuing In their con­
secutive order the lettering shall be inked In. This con- 
pletes the fourth unit of work. The first ten drawlnge are 
now done and may be considered complete mrlcing drawings.
Tho fifth unit of work is to make one or more assembly
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dramlnga from tho information eontalned on the detail vrorklng 
dratfine^ provided* Thlo unit sivee prootico In roadlnis a 
drawing, doTolopa visualization, and requires accuracy In 
moaoîârlns and drawing to loaice tho various narts fit*
The sixth and last unit of this oouroo la to ma!ce de­
tailed drawings from dimensioned asa«r!̂ }ly, lacaaetrlc or sec­
tion drawings and brings Into use all the Information that 
has been presented In the course* The ability to make usable 
working drawings of machine parts that ere not too compli­
cated, Involved, or requiring groat technical knowledge of 
the subject treated is the direct objective of this course*
Tools and Materials Required
The following list of tools and materials Is required 
to pursue the work of this course to the best advantage* 
Drawing board;
The drawing board should be a three-ply bass wood board 
either with or without cleats on the back. An 18 x 84 Inch 
board Is recommended, though a board as small as 18 x 20 
will do#
T-square :
The T-square should be 24" long with tranoparoat edges* 
If the 18 X 20 drawing board Is used, then an 18” T-square 
will be long enough*
Triangles %
There are two kinds of triangles used, narrioly, the 45
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degree triangle end the 30-eo degree triangle# Both should 
be made of transparent material# A 7^ 45 dogreo triangle 
and a 9* 50*»60 degree triable are reecmzmonded#
The seal® should be of the triangular form, made of box 
wood end divided with tho proportional feet and inches as 
used by mochanleal engineers# (This Is tho same as that 
used by arohltoots) • A IS" scale should be used*
Set of instruments:
A set of Instruments should be solootod that Is as good
as can be afforded by the student# Good instruments are
more easily handled and enable the student to work more ac­
curately with less bother and annoyance caused by cheap tool 
construction# The set should contain t?ie fallowing;
5 to 6 Inch compass provided with poncil attachment. Inking attachment and lengthening bar#
5 to € Inch divider8, one leg being provided with a hairspring adjustment#
3 to 5^ Inch spring bow divider®#
3 to 3^ Inch spring bow pencil compasa#
3 to 3^ Inch spring bow Inkln^s pen*
A medlim also ruling pen#
It Is recommended that the best ruling pen possible be 
procured as It is almost Impossible to do good Inking with 
a poorly shaped pen# The plain ruling pen without devices 
for rapid opening and resetting for cleaning purposes is roc-




Oa@ 0H pencil for line work* One iri pencil for letter­
ing*
Paner:
Two sizes of paper shall be used, oao size that will bo 
known as a slnclo sheet will be 10*̂  x and the other
will be known as a double shoot and will bo 13̂ *” x 20"# A 
good grade of heavy# durable papor should be usod— a papor 
tTiat will stand considerable hard orasins witZiout spoiling 
its texture# that will tako Ink easily without spreading# A 
white paper 1® preferable.
The number of Oheets that will be roqulrod are:
2 aheete 13& x 20 24 sheets 10 x 13&
12 sheets tracing paper or tracing cloth 10 x 13^
Thumb tacks:
One dozen thUKib tacks.
Fen holder:
One plain cork tipped writing pen holder*
Poa points»
One ball point pen fblOF by D* Loonardt & Cceapany# one 
Coterbrook pen point ?ro21 or 702# and one pen point i'303 by 
Joseph Crlllotts. Any other pen points clvlng lines of equal 
weight to these named will do as well.
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Ink:
Ona bottlo of niseltts blaok waterproof India drafting 
ink* or any Ink of equal quality.
Art gum 1" X 8^* ponoil eraeor* ink eraser.
Srasin^ shield»
A thin erasing shield ulth smll oponlngs.
Irregular ourrei
one S'* transparent irregular otunre cocnonly called & 
Frenoh curve.
Pen wiper:
A pen wiper of lintless cloth or a piece of thin 
chamois skin* The wrapper of the bottle of lliggins Ink oon-̂  
tains a good pea wiper*
Blotter!
Baverai pleeea of ordinary blotting paper about 4 x 4 .  
Sana Bapey;
one dozen strips of send paper about x These 
strips can be made by cutting an ordinary sise sheet of sand 
paper to the desired size*
Use of Instruments
T^BQuaret
The T-square should be used on the left edge of the draw­
ing board with the board turned in such a way that tho blado
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Of the T-s<3̂uoro is pointing In the direotloa of the longeât 
dlKonslon of the board* It should eeldon be removed from 
the board and chould never be used on any other edge of tho 
board* It Is sonotlmes used as a otrslf̂ ht edge to oonnoot 
two points that are far ap&rt and that do not moke any of the 
angles found with the triangles* The T-s(iuaro should be 
moved nth tho loft hand only, being suro to hold the head 
of the T-squnre ti^ht against the board* see Figure 1. Do 
not move tho T-square with the right hand or by taking hold 
of the end of the blade* Bo- careful novar to knock the T- 
square In such a way as to loosen the head or to make nlcka 
In the edge of the blade, as each alck will make a jog in 
any line that Is drawn thereafter along that edge, "he 
T-squaro is used more than any other one tool except the 
penoll, and should be kept In perfect condition* All hori­
zontal lines are drawn along the top ©dgo of the T-square* 
Triangles ;
An angle Is the rate at which two linos ore separating, 
not a distance that is measured In feet and Inches* The 
angle near the point of intersection of two straight lines 
la the some a» tho angle which these same two lines males 
with each other at any other point aloxi;'; thedr length. Tho 
odgoa of a triangle represent tho inclosing linos of tho angles* 
The tliroe edges of a triangle make poc. ibla three combina­
tions of two lines, and ©o each triangle can bo eoon to have
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three given nngleo# Andee are msasnred by degrees and the 
total angular dietance around a olrole Is S60 degrees. By 
comparison and by trial It will bo found that both triangleB 
have one angle that is equal, and that this ai^l© Is equal 
to one-fourth of a circle and Is therefore ono-fourth of 
560 degrees, or 90 degrees* one triangle has two ancles 
that are equal, these being 45 degrees each. The other tri­
angle has one angle of 50 docreos and the othor angle of 60 
degrees* Bee Figure 2* The triangle whon In use should be 
held firmly egainat the top edge of tho T-square while tho 
latter is hold rigidly In its proper position. The angle 
formed la the one that comes between the T-square and the 
edge of tho trioaglo along which the line Is drawn. The tri­
angle should always be held In euoh a position that it Ilea 
under the hand that Is drawing the line* Vertical and slant- 
lines are drawn with the use of tho T-square and tri­
angles# Figure 3 Illustrates the use of the triangle.
âSSâS*
The ordinary scale in which the foot is dlvidod into 
twelve inches 1© used for moot drawings* ?.h©n some other 
scale is used its method of use will be explained. Notice 
that the beginning of the scale or graduations for the scale 
is not at the end of tho piece of wood, and noasurenonts 
should be made from the first graduation and not from tho end 
of the ©calc. Tho smallest divisions on tills coale are aix-
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toontho of an lnch« Tho aoala Is used for measuring pturposeo 
only, and should not ho used as a guldo along which to draw 
lines* In measuring, earo must he used to see that the 
soale Is held porpondioular to ttie line from tdilch the meae« 
urecient is to he taken*
PencilÎ
A (SH pencil should be used for all line work as the 
marks made by this pencil will not smear whon the T-square 
and triangles are passed over then* A IH pencil Is used for 
all free hand lettering. It being much easier to guide the 
soft poncil so ea to make tho desired ahapea#
PencllB are graded for hardness* Tho grades are as 
follows: BB (233), B, IB, ÎÏÏI (2H), BUS {SIî), i m m  (dH), III3B8H 
(5H), HIMSEM (6H)* Grades B and E3 are free-hand drawing 
pencils# Grade HE is used for most coimpn writing pencils# 
Tho grades H to 611 are used for mechanical drawing# There 
are softer and harder pencils than these mado, but they are 
not in comoa use#
Sharpening the Pencil 
The draftsman probably uses the pencil more tîian any 
othor tool, end like the good mechanic la any trade, this 
tool should be of the best and should be kept la the best of 
working condition# It is therefore necessary to see that 
the pencil is correctly sharpened#
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!• Â X(mQ lead point la desirable. For this reason a 
jaekknife should be used to sharpen tho renoil rather than 
tho ooiamon penoll sharpening machine, start to remove the 
wood about one and threo-elshths inches from the end oppo-* 
site that on «rfilch tho grade is marked. Gradually resaovo 
the wood until about three^elghths of an Inch of load is ex­
posed. Do not sharpen the lead with the jacMcnlfe#
a* The lead is to bo sharpened on a ploco of sandpaper, 
lay the strip of sandpaper on the edge of a board holding the 
ends of the paper down with the tips of tho fingers. ?;lth 
the penoll in the right hand and held nearly in a horizontal 
position, draw the lead across the sandpaper and at the sai3]̂ 
tlimj slowly rotate the pencil In a clociorlso direction, con­
tinue this notion until the lead is brought to a long narrow 
point, A desirable pencil point is shown in rifpire 4,
3, The load should be frequently resharpened by using 
the eandpaper only. The wood need not be resharpened until 
the lead is down to about one-fourth of an Inoh In length.
If the penoll is rotated sll(#itly while drawing long lines 
the lead will retain Its sharp point for a much longer time# 
The use of other instrumenta will be explained at the 
time they are to be used.
The penoll linos on a drawing should be made very llrl̂ t# 
The object being drawn will be dvon the required darkness, 
that is, made to stand out clearly, whon tho drawing is inked
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in* If much pfoasir® la ^iven to tho poncil it isill make an 
Indentation in tho paper «liich can never bo removed. It la 
ueuolly zxeooesar;̂  to make eevorai changos ckirlnc: tho procose 
of drawing and if the lines are made heavy they viXX be very 
hard or impossible to remove# A simple test to ee If tho 
lines are being m d o  tho right weight is to stand about ton 
foot from tho drawing, at t^lch distance the linos should bo 
almost invisible#
fMkiag the Border tinea
1# Purpose?
To prepare the paper for the drawing#
To show the use of the T-square, trlanglos and rule.
II# Tools requiredt
Drawing board, T-square, scale, and 30-60 degree tri­
angles#
III. Capplloa required;
One sheet 13^ % 10 drawing paper, OH pencil, 4 thumb 
tacks#
IV* Instructions;
1# Hold the T-square in its proper position on the draw­
ing board with the top edge of tho blade about 5 inches from 
the bottom of the board*
S# Lay the paper on the board and then bring the paper 
down until it touches the top edge of the T-square# How move
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tho rapor to the left or as tiio ease riay roqulre, un­
til tho left od^e Is about one and one-half Inc' os fron the 
left edge of tho drawing board, Tho paper la placed near tii© 
left edge of tho board so that tho draining will not be 
effected by the spring In tho blade of the T-square.
3* Ilaco the thumb taoh In each oomor of the paper so 
that the point of the tack Is about ono-fourth Inch from tho 
edge of the paper. To mnhs t’e paper lie flat tho tacks should 
be placed In the following order: Upper left hand corner, 
lower right hand corner, upper right hand corner, and last, 
lo%%r loft hand comer, rush the taokc all tho way la. he- 
far to Figure S.
4* Fee sure up one-half Inch from tho bet tom of the paper 
near tho center of the sheet and plaoo one dot. Through this 
dot draw a horizontal line all the way across the paper. Hold 
the T-square in the correct position and dr^w t.Is line along 
Its top odge. Horizontal lines should start at their left 
end and be draiTh toward tho right, rigure 6 chows how to 
draw a horlizontal line#
5. From tho lino just drawn, moasuro up 9 inches and 
place one dot, "phrough this dot draw n second line all the 
way across tho paper in the sar'o roanner as for tho first line#
6# He&suro in ono-half inch from tho left hand edge of 
the paper near th- center of the sheet a.d place one dot. 
Throudh this dot draw a vortioal line tho entire width of the
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paper* l jlgsure 7 showe how to draw a vortlcd lino,
7* From tho lino Just drawn moasur© to tho right twelve 
and ono-half Inches and place one dot. Through this dot draw 
a eoeond vertical line the entire width of the paper. This 
elves a drawing space of 1S& x 9 Inches, tho size required 
for all plates whon a elnr;!© sheet la used*
8* It Is necessary to allow aoao space at tho bottom of 
the paper for a title and othor information that will be ex­
plained when the plates are lettered. For this purpose 
measure up from the bottom border lino flve-elghths of an 
Inch and draw a line all the r;ay across tho paper# This 
same space Is always to be allowed at tho bottom of the sheet 
whether the paper Is placed tho long way or the short way 
across the board, Tho top lino of tho title space Just made 
will hereaftor be referred to as part of the border lime and 
shall be drawn at tho eane time as the border lino* /̂Igiire 
a shows a paper prepared wltZi tho correct border lines.
l̂ ositlon of Vlewa 
A mochanleal drawing differs considerably from a pictor­
ial drawing such as a photograph* The photograph shows Just 
what would be seen whon the object is lookod at from one 
given spot. The mochanleal drawing shov.n what would be seen 
If the eye of the observer were In front of or perpendicular 
to the surface that Is being looked upon* In a photograph
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not aXX pants are their true size in relation to the 
other parts; a house in the distance will be smaller in 
the photograph than one of the same size in the foreground 
of the picture# It appears in perspective. In a mechanl* 
oal drawing all parts are drawn their exact size in rela­
tion to the other parts. For mechanical drawing If we look 
at an object from directly in front. It would be impossible 
to tell the thickness of that object. For this reason It 
is necessary to make more than one view to show all the 
facts about an object represented In zechanical drawing# 
Figure 9 represents an object drawn in a pictorial method 
and the same object drawn by orthographic projection, this 
being the name given to the kind of mechanical drawing we 
are studying#
If the student will perform the following exercise, 
he will see why each "view** comes in the position shown in 
Figure 9# Secure a piece of paper about 8î  x 11 inches 
(any kind will do)»
1# Fold the paper lengthwise and crease In the middle* 
Open the paper out flat again.
2# Fold the paper crosswise and crease in the middle# 
Open out flat again.
5. ¥«ith one of the long edges toward you, tear out the 
upper right (quarter of the sheet on the creases just made# 
4# Hold the paper up in front of you and fold the top
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and ri<^t hand quarters hack so as to foisa the corner of a 
box.
6* Mark the surface that Is toward you "front", the 
top surface "top", and ren:ainlns surface "side". Figure 
10 shows a paper thus folded and narked.
6» JÎOW lay the pai-or out flat on the table and have 
the names of tho views of a drawing, and also the positions 
In which those views are always placed In relation to each 
other. The top vlos Llŵ aya ocniss directly above the front 
view. The right hand aide view Is the side that Is usually 
drawn and will come to the right of the front view as this 
paper shows. If a left side vie;? were to be made, as Is 
sometimes necessary, this view would come to the loft of 
the front view. When a bottom view is nececsary It must be 
placed directly below the front view* When three views are 
required those shown by the paver are the ones to be made.
A two view drawing may be olther the top and front views or 
the front and side views. It should be noted that the posi­
tion of the view on tha v^por will determine the name of 
the view rather than what may be the front, top, or side of 
the object being drawn.
An orthographic drawing Is made as though the object 
were placed within the î apar Ghen folded like the box cor­
ner as just explained, end looked at through the paper from 
points perpendicularly to the front, top, and side respec-
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tlTOly* A «urfaeo Is shown on a dra^ ing hy using lines to 
represent the edges that inelose tie surface# Edges of an 
object are therefore shown on the drawing as solid lines# 
All risible edges of the object when looked at from the 
oorreot position must be represented on the drawing by a 
solid line# Figure 11 shews an object within the paper bcac 
and the way the three rlewa are secure# Figure 12 shows 
the same paper laid out flat# The light lines between the 
views show that the side view is directly in a horizontal 
line with the front view and that tlie top view is in a posi­
tion exactly vertical to the front view.
syaolng -Tie»»
The reputation of a draftsman, his standing as a good 
draftsman, is Judged not only upon the correctness of the 
information the drawing contains, but to a great extent up­
on the appearance of the drawing# One of the factors that 
effect the appearance is the position of the different 
views on the drawing both in relation to each other and to 
their position on the paper* The drawing should be so 
placed that it will appear to be well centered on the 
sheet} the spaces surrounding views and that between the 
views and the border shall appear in balance. To secure 
this effect will require careful consideration of the ob­
ject to be drawn# like many other procedures in drafting
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there la no exaot mle that will apply to all oases, but If 
the student will use the following method as applied to 
regular shaped figures, he will be able to use It for Irreg­
ular shapes by making allowanoes for the unequal mass appear- 
anoe of sueh objeets.
Instruotlons:
1* Ceoure a piece of soratoh paper and a writing pen­
oll.
2. The spacing of a three-view drawing will be ex­
plained as anyone will be able to space a two-view drawing 
if he understands the three-view method#
S« Draw, freehand, an orthographic sketch showing the 
outline only of each of the three views of the object to 
be drawn# Place these views In the relative positions they 
should have as explained under **Positions of V i e w s T h e  
Iron Block that Is to be drawn for the first plate may be 
used as the object, and the sketch will be the same as that 
shown In Figure 12.
4. Draw a line around this sketch so as to represent 
the border line that will be placed on the mechanical draw­
ing.
5. Lark the space between the left border line which 
was just made In step four and the front view "A"; also 
mark the space between the right border line and the side 
view "A**.
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6. Î :ark the apaee between the top line of the title 
Bpaoe €uad the front view "B", also mark the space between 
the top border line and the top view *B",
7» ttark the epaoe between the top and front views "ü*; 
also mark the space between the front end side views "C",
8# Add the overall length (this is the entire outside 
length) of the front and side views of the object. Cub- 
tract this sum from the 12& Inches between the left and 
right border lines* Divide the difference obtained from 
this subtraction into three parts in such a way that there 
are two equal parts* end the third part is not more than 
i  inch larger or smaller than one of the other parts. The 
two equal parts will be "A" and **A”j the third part will 
be "C”. These numbers should be marked on the sketch in 
the places of "A"* and ”C"*
9» Add the overall height of the front view, the width 
of the top view, and the dimension for "C" as just deter­
mined, and subtract this sum from the distance between the 
top border line and the line which fonris the top of the 
name plate, this distance being 8 5/8 inches. Divide the 
difference obtained from this subtraction into two equal 
parte* Each of these parts will be "B", The bottom 
may be made not to exceed i** larger than the top "B".
10* The numbers found for and "C" are the
dimensions to be used in placing the views on the drawing
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paper for the first plate. A slight difference in the 
equality for the dimensions found for each space would not 
be noticeable on the drawing so that these dimensions need 
not be worked out closer than about i inch*
Figure 13 chows a sketch of the "Iron Block" with the 
letters in position, and one set of possible figures that 
will work. Do not be satisfied with using the dimensions 
given In Figure 15, unless you know how to get them, other* 
wise you will have difficulty In spacing all the other 
plates. Simply use Figure 13 as a check on your own work.
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DIVISION OF PENCIL DRASING
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Pint* I (iron Block)
Z« Purposet
To show ths prlAolpls of projootlon#
To show tho n»thod of "blocklag la*"
II# Tools requiredt
Drawing board, T-square, 30-60 degree triangle and 
scale.
Ill# Supplies required*
Single sheet drawing paper, 6H pencil, and four thumb 
tacks*
IT. Instructions I
1. Draw the standard border lines including the title 
space on the drawing paper.
&. The "Iron Block" with all the necessary di ensions 
is shown in a picture drawing (this is an isometric draw­
ing} marked Plate I. The three views for the orthographic 
drawing of this object have been explained in "Position 
of views", and the way they are obtained has been shown 
in figs# 11 and IB# The dimensions for the spacing of the 
views as worked out in "Spacing views" will be used#
3# Starting from the top of the title space, measure 
up the distance to the bottom of the front view as found 
for "3" on the sketch referred to In step B# Place a dot, 
and through this dot draw a line for the bottom of the
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troaat and aide irlowa* Thla should be bub one line and 
should extend nearly eoroea the paper# Use the T-square 
for horizontal lines#
4# From the line just made, measure up the distance 
to the next horizontal line and draw that line for both 
the front and side views# This second line will be the 
top of the bottom part of the block# working tTom the 
bottom up, proceed to draw all the horizontal lines re­
quired for this drawing. There will be seven in all. Make 
each line of sufficient length that it will be sure to ex­
tend past the end of the object which it represents.
5# Starting from the left border line, measure and 
draw all the vertical lines following the same method as 
used on the horizontal lines. Work from the la ft toward 
the right. Use the dimensions for **A", and "1* as 
found on the sketch. The triangle and T-square are used 
for vertical lines.
d. Do not measure comers or ends of lines, but 
rather measure about the middle of the line. There should 
not be a dot at the point where lines meet.
7. Let the lines run over at the corners and do not 
erase them until after thd drawing has been inked in*
These lines will help in inking, save tine in drawing and 
do no harm on a simple drawing. %lth practice the student 
will be able to estimate the approximate place where a line
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•hooXd end* and BhouXd eorry the line just paat that point 
80 aa not to unneoeaaarily fill the drawing with extra 
lines*
8. This method Is called "blocking iif the views and 
should be used to insure that the three views be In their 
proper position In relation to each other* This makes It 
possible to project or carry over from one view to the other 
without measuring for each view#
9* Every edge of an object being drawn must show on 
the drawing* If an edge can be seen when the object la 
looked at from the proper position for the view being drawn 
then that edge should appear as a solid continuous line 
and Is called a visible edge line. The nethod of showing 
other edges than visible ones will be explained aa needed 
by the student. The completed drawing should appear as 
in fig* 14*
10* All the first ten plates shall be done In pencil 
only for this unit of work and shall not contain dlinen- 
8Ions or lettering*
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21&W Z I  OXemxt Bloofe )
I« P u r p o s e  %
To show the use of dotted lines*
To illustrate the technique of dotted lines*
II. Tools requiredI
Drawing board* T«*square* 30-60 degree triangle* scale* 
thumb tacks,
III* Supplies requiredI
Single sheet drawing paper* OH pencil*
17* Instructions*
1* Properly place the drawing paper on the board and 
fasten with thumb tacks.
8* Place the standard border lines on the drawing.
9. Make a three view orthographic sketch of the 
"Clamp Block". Obtain the outside dimensions from the pic­
ture drawing of this object marked Plate S.
4. Figure the spacing for the "Clamp Block" In the 
same way as was done for plate 1 under "Spacing of Yiewa."
0. Using the blocking in method* draw the outline of 
the three views as if the block were a solid rectangle 
without the end cuts or the holes In the center. The 
blocking in should not be done without thought as to where 
each line will probably end. A line should be drawn only 
far enough to be sure that it is past the Intersection
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witb th# Xaat lima It la to meat*
. 6* The auta in the a W a  of the olamp will appear Im 
the front and and vlawa aa vislbla adgaa and will ba rap* 
raaantad In thoaa wlawa aa solid lines* The racasa and 
bole In the eantar top of the bloek will appear on the top 
view simply as two squares, and aa they are Tialbla they 
shall be represented with solid lines*
The dotted lines as stated before, every edge of an 
Objeat being drawn must show on each view of that object 
(a few exoeptions will be dieousaed later)* Those edges 
that can be seen are drawn as visible edge lines or solid 
lines* On this drawing we o<xae to edges that cannot be 
seen, but as they must be shown it is necessary to use 
another kind of line for that purpose so that we can tell 
whether an edge is visible or invisible* The line to use 
for this purpose is the ** dot ted line^. This is a line 
made up of alternate dashes about one*eighth cf an inch 
long which are separated by spaces about one*sixteenth to 
one tblrty*seoond of an inch long* The length of the dots 
and spaces may be Increased or decreased somewhat if the 
drawing being made is very large or very small* lîoat 
drawings should be made with the dotted lines constructed 
aa first given. There should never be more than one style
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or dotted line need on any drawing. Fig. 15 (a) illus* 
trates a dotted line.
If an edge la invleible for ite whole length, then 
the firat and last dots which represent this edge must touch 
the starting line and the finishing lines respeotiwely.
Fig, 15 Ch)«
If a line is visible for pert of its length and then 
beoomee invisible, the first dot where the line becomes in«« 
visible should not touch the edge but rather start away from 
the edge a distance equal to the space in the dotted line. 
Fig, 15 (e}«
If a dotted line meets another dotted line so as to 
form a corner then both lines should end with a dot so that 
the corner ia definitely located. Fig. 15 (d).
If a dotted line meets another dotted line that con*» 
tinues across the drawing, there should be a dot in each 
line at the place where these lines meet so aa to definitely 
locate the point of intersection. Fig. 15 (e).
If a dotted line crosses another dotted line, there 
should be dots in both lines where they meet or cross so as 
to definitely locate the point of intersection. Fig. 15 (f).
The observance of these rules for dotted lines will 
greatly facilitate the reading of the drawing especially if 
the drawing is small or contains a large number of invisible 
edges.
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?• Draw In the inTisl^Xa a d ^ a  for the out shoon on 
eaoh end of the olamp as they appear in the top view#
The dotted lines in this oase should touoh the outside 
edge lines of the ohjeot*
3« Though both of the reoessed squares show In the 
top riev as solid lines, it would be impossible to see either 
of these holes in the front or side views and must there­
fore be shown in those views as dotted lines. The rules 
for meeting and crossing dotted lines will need to be 
earefully followed. The two-inch hole should be drawn in 
both front and side views first and followed by the smaller 
hole which goes through the block#
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le Purposei
To draw aXaatins lines with the triangles.
II, Tools required 2
Drawing board, T'»square, 45 and 30*60 degree triangles, 
soalSe
III, Supplies requiredI
Single sheet drawing paper, 6H pencil, and four thumb 
taolcs*
17. Instructions I
1. Draw the standard border lines on the paper.
2. Determine the outside dimensions of the **V Block** 
as shown in the picture drawing, marked Plate III. The 
three views, top, front, and side are to be made. Draw
a free hand sketch of these views in their correct position 
and figure the spaeings.
3. Draw the outlines of the three views as if the 
block were solid, that is, without showing the V*s. Use 
the blocking in method to insure the views being in line.
4. The "T*s** are to be made now in the front view. 
Locate the point of the largest "V** by means of intersecting 
horizontal and vertical lines. The dimensions A  r these 
lines are shown on the picture drawing. The exact location 
of a point is more accurately indicated by means of these 
lines than if a dot were placed at the point* Through
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the point juet tound draw a line at 45 de^poaa to the 
right and another at the same angle to the left letting 
them extend eoroea the top line of the front view and also 
eroaalng at their point of InterseetIon through the given 
point# Figure 16 shows the making of this
5# By the same process of Intersecting lines the 
points of all the other **V*s" may be located and the "T*s* 
drawn In with the 45 degree triangle#
6. Every point and line in each view will appear In 
each of the other views either as a point or as a line#
Any point In the top view will be dlreotly above that point 
In the front view. Any point In the side view will be 
directly aorosa from that point la the front view# The 
edges of the large will appear la the top view as 
solid lines# The edges of all the other "V*s** will appear 
In the top view as dotted lines. The dotted and solid 
lines for the In the side view shall be worked out
by the student# The rules for dotted lines should be 
followed# When a dotted line falls behind a solid line the 
dotted line does not show.
?* The location of the edges of the In both
the top and side views Is by means of projection, that Is, 
their location Is secured (In the top view) by placing the 
triangle against the top edge of the T'*square and lightly 
drawing a line from the corner of the In the front view
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to tho oorroot position In tbs top view; (In the side view} 
by llghtXy drawing a line along the top edge of the 
T-square from the corner of the 1a the front view to 
the oorreet position in the aide view#
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Plate 4 (Adjusting lever)
X* Purposet
To give praotiee in the use of the eompass.
To show the eonstruotlon end use of center lines.
To show a "two view" drawing.
To drew a tangent to a circle*
II* Tools requireds
Drawing hoard* T«^square* 30*50 degree triangle, scale 
and set of instruments*
III* Supplies required!
Single sheet of paper, 5H pencil, and four thumb tacks* 
IT. Instructions t
1* Place the paper on the drawing board with the long 
direction of the paper in a vertical position,
8* Place the standard border line on the paper. On 
this plate the name plate will extend across the entire 
bottom end of the paper,
3* For many objects it la necessary to draw only two 
views. If all the information can be clearly shown on 
two views then the third view only adds work. Two views 
would have been sufficient for each of the three preceding 
plates, but three views were made to learn the position 
and drawing of these views. Two views, the front and top 
only are to be made of the Adjusting Lever, It will be
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neoe»seur7 to fissure oxily the opaolns botwoen the top and 
bottom border Xines. The objeot will be oentralXy loGated 
between the side border Xlnee*
4. In beginning a drawing the baslo parte of wbleb 
are elroXee# it ie neoeseary tbat the oenter Xinee for 
these GlroXea bo the first Xines to figure out and to draw. 
The position for the horizontaX oenter Xine through the 
front view shouXd be figured and drawn first, followed by 
the rertioaX oenter Xine that gives the oenter of the smaXX 
eirouXar left end, and then by the vertioaX oenter line 
for the right end.
The oenter Xine* the oonatruotion of a oenter line 
is shown in figure X7 (a). It is made up of dashes about 
^ of an inoh long and of dots or rather short dashes about 
X/6 of an inoh Xong. Whenever two oenter Xines meet and 
when a oenter Xine meets any other Xine, they must be 
made to cross that Xine. In other words, do not leave a 
spaoo in a oenter line at the place where it meets another 
Xine. Fig. X7 (b).
9. Bead the information on the use of the oompass and 
then draw in aXl the oiroles whose centers are at the point 
of intersection of the three center lines Just drawn. No* 
ties that one of the eircXes in the large right end gives 
the centers of the seri es of the small bolt holes and 
ShouXd therefore be drawn as a circular oenter Xine#
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6« The email bolt holes In the right end may now be 
drawn using the bow eompass for that purpose*
7* In making the slot in the left end, the oenters 
should be found and the half eireles drawn in before draw­
ing the horizontal edge lines*
d* The two lines that show the outer edges of the 
front view, the lines that join the oiroles at the ends of 
the lever, are to be drawn tangent to the end oiroles* A 
line is tangent to a circle when it is drawn so that it 
touohes the eirele but would not enter the eirole if it 
were produced or made longer* It should be noticed that 
the tangent lines do not meet with the circles at the center 
lines* The right hand end of this line In the top view 
will end directly above the point of tangency* Fig. 13 
shows how to find the exact point of tangency*
9* The top view may now be drawn# ^ith the exception 
of the thickness of the two ends, all the lines in the 
top view are projected from the front view# The two sides 
of each circle must be represented in the top view, some 
of them will appear as visible edges and seme as invisible 
edges* See that the dots for the invisible edges touch 
both the front and back edge lines*
10. Every circle that appears as a circle on the draw­
ing must have two intersecting center lines to show the 
center point for that circle* On the edge view of a circle
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a« tound in the top vie# on this drawing# a center U n e  
aniat be drawn through the center point paralXeX to the 
side of the circle. Thee# center lines should extend about 
three^elghthe of an inch outside the edge lines of the 
object* Fig# 1C lllustratee center lines In circles#
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Compas s
Ths rrletion joint that la In the head of the large 
eompass should first he tested* There should he sufficient 
fnotion to hold the legs of the eompass fixed when they 
ere lightly taped with the finger hut not so tight that 
when they are to he adjusted the movement of the legs 
will he jerky* If the friction Is too great It will he 
difficult to make small adjustments* The spring In the 
how compass holds that Instrument in adjustment*
Place the pen attachment for the ccmpass In position 
and adjust the needle point so that the end of the pen 
will come to the middle of the pen point when both legs 
are brought together* Tighten the set screw on the side 
of the needle point so es to hold the needle fixed in this 
position* Place the pencil leg in the compass and Insert 
a piece of 2H lead In the place provided allowing the 
lead to extend to the very point of the needlo when the 
two legs era brought together* The outside surface of the 
lead should now he rubbed on the sandpaper until the lead 
Is chisel shaped (Fig* 20)* The inside surface will he 
straight* Refer to the Illustration for the proper shape* 
The lead should now he set down until the point Is about 
even with the middle of the needle* A sharp lead and 
correctly adjusted compass will greatly increase the
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aüour&oy and the epeed of oorapaae work* The point of 
the ooapaee should only be pushed Into the paper a suffi- 
oient dlstanoe to prevent the point from slipping* A large 
oenter hole prevents aeourate ecs&pass sork* Where the same 
oenter Is to be used a great many times It would be well 
for the student to secure one of the oenter hole protectors 
that are manufactured for that purpose* To draw a eirole 
hold the handle that is at the top of the ecmipass In the 
right hand and with the left hand guide the sharp point 
of the compass so that this point touches the paper at 
exactly the point desired. The compass should now be 
tipped slightly In the direction In which It is to be 
rotated* Let the weight of the compass rest on the lead 
but do not press down on the lead* The circle can now be 
made by rolling the handle between the thumb and first 
finger* The circle should be made in one movement without 
lifting the ecunpass* The direction of rotation should 
always be the same, usually clockwise, so that any loose­
ness that there may be In the compass will not make a double 
circle or other inaccuracies* Remember, do not press down 
on the compass* if the line is not dark enough the lead 
needs sharpening or a softer lead should be used* The 
large compass should be used for all circles over one Inch 
in radius* The bow ccmpass should be used for all smaller 
circles* The use of the bow compass is similar to that of
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th« large aompaa#, the only difference being that the 
spring control and Its smaller size make it easier to use» 
especially for small circles* Fig. ZX shows a circle being 
drawn with the ecsnpaae*
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Fiat» a (Braie» Cuadrant)
I. PorpoMs
To draw olroXaa that are tangent*
To draw a oiroXe tangent to a Xine and a elreXe*
II# Toola requiredI
Drawing board# T«»aquare# degree triangle, aeale,
set of Instruments#
III# Supplies required*
Single sheet of paper* 6H penolX# panel1 eraser# thumb 
taelcs*
IV# Instruetlonst
1# Plaoe the paper on the drawing board with the long 
direction of the paper in a vertleal position*
2* Plaee the standard border line on the paper with the 
space for the name plate extending across the bottom of the 
sheet*
3* As in the preoeedlng plate only the front and top 
views are required to fully show the Brake quadrant* Figure 
the spacing for these two views between the top and bottom 
border lines.
4# The shape of this objeot depends upon the loca<» 
tion of the eenters of the oiroles* The first lines to be 
drawn should therefore be the horizontal center line# the 
right end vertical center line# and the circular centerline
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fo» the left end. In their reepeetire order* not lee 
that the center of the circuler center line for the left 
end is at the Intersection of the oenter lines for the 
ri£{ht end*
S* locate the centers of the outer left end circles 
by drawing two short center lines one and one fourth 
laches above end below the long horizontal oenter lines* 
with the three centers found so far draw the circles for 
the right end and the outer circles for the left end.
The small circles for the slot at the left end may also be 
drawn now#
6, With the Intersection of the oenter lines at the 
right of the drawing as a center draw tangent arcs to each 
of the two sets of circles on the left end* Unless the 
work In drawing the small circles has been done very 
Carefully, It will be found that the arc does not come 
tangent to both sets of circles# Fig# shows the left 
end as made so far*
7* The maall circles for the center recessed portion 
and the horizontal lines that are tangent to them may be 
drawn now# Also draw the top and bottom lines that are 
tangent to the outer right hand circle# To draw the 
arc at the left end of these lines It will be necessary to 
carefully follow the construction shown In figure 25#
Draw the tangent arcs, circles and lines so exactly that
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thero ia no brake la the evenneaa of the ourret that the 
lateraeetlona are the width of only one penoil line*
8* The top view should now be drawn* Moat of the 
points and lines will be obtained by projection from the 
front view* The location of the are for the loft end of 
the recess will need careful observation. There are three 
points where the triansle will be tangent to the sides of 
the slot when projecting from the front to the top view so 
there will be three dotted lines to represent the slot ia 
the top view* Complete the top view by drawing the center 
lines for the circles*
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mjSLX9̂ . e _LHooker jim l
I# Purpose %
To Xooate axid draw are from exteraal eeaters#
To draw fillets#
To show the need of developing all views eolXeetively# 
XI# Tools requiredX
Drawing hoard# T-*square, seals# 30*00 degree triangle# 
set of instruments#
III# Supplies requiredI
Single sheet of drawing paper# 611 penoil# penoil 
eraser# thumb tasks#
IV# Xnstruotionst
1# Plaoe the paper on the hoard In a vertioal position# 
8# Plaoe the standard border line on the sheet with 
the name plate across the hottcm,
3# This will be a two view drawing# The top and front 
views# Figure the neoessary spacing and draw the hori* 
zontal center lines for the front and top views; the ver* 
tioal center line through the middle of the paper# and the 
center lines for the outer ends#
4. The circles in the center and right end of the 
front view and the single circle on the left end of the 
top view should now be drawn in*
C# Proieot the circle on the left end of the top
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View to its position In the front view* The three quarter 
Ineh are whloh elves the shape of the front end of the 
rocker arm should be put In next*
6* Carefully study the picture drawing and find the 
dimensions given for the location of the oenters for the 
two large curves that form the front end of the Booker Arm. 
locate these two centers on the front view and draw In the 
two arcs that use these centers. The «nailer arc should 
come tangent to the large oenter circle. The top or larger 
arc should be made tangent to the small front end arc but 
should pass over the large oenter circle#
7* The two straight lines that form the top and 
bottom of the right end of the Hooker Arm are to be drawn 
tangent to the two arcs that they meet* The bottmn line Is 
tangent to the small end circle and to the large center 
circle* The top line Is tangent to the small end circle 
and to the large front arc that has just been made* Com* 
plete the top view*
3* The word fillet comes from the pattern shop# It 
means the rounding off of inside comers to assist In 
molding the pattern* All inside corners of objects to be 
made of cast Iron should be rounded off If possible* and 
these arcs are usually shown on the drawing* The fillet 
also Increases the strength at the comer* The picture 
drawing shows the location and size of fillets to be used*
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Figure 24 sîiowa one method of locating the center for small 
fillets so that they will be made tangent to the lines they 
join. Guessing at these centers usually results In poor 
looking tangents. Notice that there Is one small fillet 
at the left end of the front view, all the other fillets 
will show only on the top view# When two fillets on the 
same surface Intersect, their Intersection will form a 
line which bisects the angle at which the fillets Inter** 
seated. This la Illustrated In figure 29 and applies to 
the fillet at the left end of the top view#




To show the use of oroea seetlona.
To show how to eross hstoh*
To glTS praotiee In the use of tehuXeted dlmesiaions* 
II# Tools requiredt
Drawing board, T-square, triangles, scale, set of 
Inatzuments#
III. Supplies required I
single sheet of paper, ôH pencil, pencil eraser, thumb 
tacks.
IV. Instructionss
1* Place the paper on the board In a horizontal posi­
tion and draw the standard border lines#
0# It will be necessary to make but two views of the 
Cone Pulley, those which come In the position of the front 
and side views# The circular view of the Cone Pulley 
looking at It from the large end will be drawn In the 
position of the front view. The side of the pulley will be 
drawn In the position of the side view. A center line 
between the top and bottom border lines will space the 
views between these lines. Figure the spacing between 
the right and left border lines allowing a little more than 
one third of the space between the two views as it will
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lAt07 be neeeeeary to pXaoo eeveraX dlmenelona la tble 
apaoe*
5# A# la most elrouler work the view showing the 
eirelee should be drawa first# la this ease It will be the 
front view# The vertieal eeater line for this view should 
be drawn before making any of the elroles# The diameters 
Of the elroles may be measured along the horizontal oenter 
line and marked with small dots# The o<»npass should be 
set from the oenter to eaeh dot in turn and the oirole ot 
eaoh drawn# It is not usual that all of any one view oan 
be drawn in ocmiplete before working on the other views 
but in this ease it is possible to draw the front view 
0(xaplete before doing any of the work on the side view.
It may make it easier for the student however to draw only 
the visible edges on the front view first# then projecting 
the sides of these elroles to the side view and returning 
to ooBoplete the front view after the side view has been 
partly laid out#
4# It very often simplifies a drawing to be able to 
show the Inside oonstruotlon without using a great many 
dotted lines# To do this we may imagine that some part of 
the outside of the object has been removed# making it 
possible to see the inside# The removal of suoh a part 
and the drawing of that Which can be seen after its removal 
is called making a section drawing# When the two halves of
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«a object about a center line are elmllar, that le, of like 
shape and oonstruotlon, sometimes one*-half of this view is 
drawn In section, and the other half of the object In re- 
sular view. If there Is no detail on the inside of the 
object being drawn that needs special attention, the section 
view Is not necessary# There are other kinds of sections 
but the one explained Is to be used for the cone pulley.
In this case the upper right hand quarter of the cone pulley 
Is Imagined removed when looking at the front view drawing. 
This section la not shown as removed on the front view 
however, but only on the side view#
5, That part of the object that would be out If this 
piece or section were actually cut out of the pulley will 
be Indicated by drawing lines across that surface which Is 
out# This is called crosshatching# Reference to the 
sections conventions will show that different materials 
are crosshatchad with different kinds of lines and In 
different styles# The crosshatchlng lines for cast Iron 
are drawn at a slant of forty five degrees to the right.
They should be spaced about 1/16** apart, and It would be 
advisable to measure a few at first to get a good Idea of 
the correct spacing* Be very careful to space these lines 
evenly# Croashatchlng may then be said to show two things i 
first, that the object Is being shown In section, and 
second, the kind of material of which the object is to be
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aad9« Fie, 20 «howa the oroashatehlns for different kind# 
of meteriale.
d* It will be notioed that there are three rlha that 
eomieot the huh and the rim of the pulley* If one of these 
rlhs is draen In a vertieal position on the front view, it 
will fall on the seation line and will therefore appear 
mm eut in two on the side view* Sometime» ribs of this 
kind ere not shown on the aide view at all, but are omitted 
from that part of the drawing* On this drawing the rib 
that shows in seetlon will be drawn, but the other two 
will not be drawn on the side view* In order that a dis- 
tinetion may he shown between the solid body of the oone 
and the thin rib only every other one of the erosshatehing 
lines shall be drawn aeross that part of the seetion which 
shows the out through the rib* Fig* 27 shows erosshatehing 
through a rib*
7# The power from a shaft is transmitted to the 
pulley by means of a key which is notched or set half into
the shaft and half into the pulley hub. The size keyway
to be used always depends upon the size of the shaft*
The size to use on this job will be found by referring to
the table given in fig* 28* The keyway should be drawn on
the front view first* If the student will mark the correct 
width each side of the center line and draw the lines 
showing the width of the keyway first, this will give the
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point Ot Intorsootlon of the keyway with the hub and provide 
a line on whloh to meaeure the depth of the keyway In the 
W b «  Mot lee that thla depth la not zaeaaured on the oenter 
line of the hub*
9« Do not forget to put In the email fillets that are 
used to round off all of the Inside oomera# The oornera 
where the weba meet the hub and outer part should also have 
fillets whloh will show on the front view#
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SXAIÎDirO) SI21SS OF KST-S2AT3
Slz# of Boro or 
Shaft A, Width of K«y-»oat
1 3/16 to 1 3/8 
1 Ÿ/13 to 1 3/8 
1 U / W  to 1 7/8 
1 13/1# to Z 1/8 
8 3/18 to 8 3/8 
8 7/18 to 8 8/8
8 U/18 to 3 1/3
3 3/18 to 3 3/8 
3 7/18 to 3 S/a 
3 11/18 to 3 7/8 




























Notai £oy«>8oat in ahaft la aama depth as B, 
For square keys* 3 » X/Z A
Figure S8
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S O ra a lc e j )
I#  Purpose t
To show the use &n<l eonatruotion of auziXlarj riewa*
II* Tools required*
Drawing board, T«*8quaro, triangles, seals, set of 
instruments,
III* Supplies required!
Single sheet drawing paper, 6H pencil, pencil eraser, 
thumb tacks.
IT* Instructions:
1* Place the paper on the board in a horizontal 
position and draw the standard border line*
S* In order that we may show the true shape of an 
object (which is the purpose of mechanical drawing as com» 
pared with picture drawing) it is necessary that the 
observer, or the line of sight, shall be perpendicular to 
the surface of the object that is being drawn* There are 
many objects that the usaal three-view drawing of which 
would not enable the draftsman to show the true shape of 
every surface. If the shape of the object is of a simple 
nature or of regular form, it may not be necessary to show 
that surfaceI however, when it is necessary to show the 
true shape of a surface and this cannot be done with the use 
of only the usual three-view drawing, an additional view of
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that part ot the ohjeet required may be made. This extra 
▼lew la oaXled aa auxiliary view. The auxiliary view 1# 
drawn perpendloular to the side view of the surface the 
shape of which la desired and the rules of projection and 
the methods of projection are followed as in any other two* 
▼lew drawing except that the projection la not done In 
horizontal and ▼ertlcal directions hut rather at whatever 
angle w l H  make the auxiliary ▼lev perpendicular to the 
side view of that surface. When an auxiliary view la made, 
the whole of the object la not shown In that view but only 
that part for which the auxiliary view is being made with 
just sufficient lines to show the connection of thla part 
of the object to the main body of the object. Figure 
29 shows three drawings containing auxiliary views#
3. The drawing for the "Bracket" will require a front 
▼lew, a top view, and an auxiliary view of the right side. 
In the top view the right side will not be shown as It 
would not appear there In Its true shape and would there* 
fore add nothing that will help in making the "Bracket" 
in the shop. The auxiliary views of the "End wrench" 
as shown In Figure 30 are very similar to the auxiliary 
▼lew required for the "Bracket".
4# Due to the auxiliary view. It would be rather 
difficult to figure the spacing for this drawing, so an 
estimate of the spacing required may be made. From one to
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two Inehes abouXd be alXoeed between the front view and the 
auxiliary view.
5. The 30 degree triangle will give the angle of 150 
degree# in the front view# It should also be noticed that 
the 30 degree triangle will give a line that Is perpen<* 
dionlar to the slanting surface in the front view. In 
other words, the 30-00 degree triangle will give the 
correct angle for both the right side of the front view 
and also all of the straight lines In the auxiliary view# 
There are no other new points of construction In this draw­
ing. Remember that center lines and circles should be 
drawn first#
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gXate 9 (Boita mxxâ Tlireadgl
I# Purpo8«s
To Show the methods ot drawing threads on bolts*
To show the method of drawing bolt heads*
To show broken shaft ends*
To show !•« and E* hand threads*
To show the method of shortening a long objeot*
II» Tools requiredt
Drawing board# T-square# triangles# seals# set of 
instruments# limb protraetor (optional)«
III# Supplies requiredI
Single sheet drawing paper# 6H pencil# pencil eraser# 
thumb tacks*
IT* Instrue tions:
1# Place the paper on the board in a horizontal 
position and draw the standard border lines*
Zm Divide the paper into two equal parts by a vertical 
line through the center of the sheet* Divide the left 
half of the sheet into two equal parts by a vertical line 
through this half of the paper* Divide the right half of 
the paper into two equal parts by a horizontal line through 
the center of this half of the paper* There are to be four 
objects drawn on this one sheet# this division will make 
the proper spacing*
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3* The method 0 of ahowlng threads on bolts and taped 
holea should reeelTe the greatest attention and cere of 
the nardly a maehine drawing made
that does not eonteln the representation of threads in some 
f o m  or other# Hearljr all machines are made up of more 
than one piece# and the different pieces are usually 
connected In some manner by means of threaded parts# There 
are many forma of threads-that are used for various pur« 
poses but the thread used most for machine construction 
is the United States standard Thread# An exception to this 
is the use of the S#A#3# or the Society of Autmaobile 
Engineers which is used for nearly all automobile engine 
construction# The shape of the 3*A#E# thread is the same 
as that of the U#S#S#* but the number of threads per inch 
is more. The sharp V thread form is used for all pipe 
work, and also for some machine parts such as bolts s three 
thread shapes are illustrated in Figure SO, The methods 
of representing threads on a drawing is the same regard*» 
less of the kind of thread used unless the drawing is of 
such size that the true shape of the thread should be drawn# 
There are other exceptions to this general principal such 
as the square and acme threads which have their own con# 
ventional methods# Four of the methods that are most 
commonly used in representing threads are illustrated in 
Figures 31 to 34#
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4* There are three terme that should bo remembered lu 
oonneetion with threads» these are# pitch# lead, and root 
diameter* The pitch Is the distance between the points 
of two adjacent threads or the distance between two eorres** 
ponding points on adjacent threads* For illustration» if 
a string is wrapped evenly around a round stick so that 
there are 18 turns in one inch of stick length# then the 
pitch for this thread would be the distance between each 
of the turns of the string* If we wanted this distance 
in inches# it would equal the length, which is one inch, 
divided by the number of threads there are for each inch, 
this would give 1/12 of an inch for the pitch* From this
we can form the rule that the pitch is equal to one divided
by the number of threads there are per inch. The number 
of threads per inch for a given thread shape and given 
diameter have become standardised, and if the diameter 
of a bolt is known the number of threads that that bolt 
shmild have will be found by refering to the **table of 
standard threads*** Figure
S* The lead of a screw is the distance that a screw 
will advance into a threaded hole If the screw is turned 
one complete revolution* If the thread is a single thread, 
that is, one that is formed by wrapping but one piece of 
string around a rod, then the lead of the thread is equal
to the pitch of the thread as one revolution of the screw
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«iXX adranoo thm aeraw a dlatanoa equal to that between 
the pointa of two adjaeent thread## When the thread# on 
a aerew are foxmed by two equally apaoed pleoe# of string 
on a rod* the lead will be equal to the distanoe between 
adjaeent points on the same string; this will be seen to 
be equal to twiee the distanoe between the point# of the 
thread* and we find that the lead on a double threaded 
aerew la equal to twioe the pitoh of that aerew. A double 
threaded aerew will inereaae the speed at which the screw 
will advance but deoreasea by one«*half the pressure that 
that screw will transmit under a given fords. In a triple 
thread screw the lead is three times the pitch. Figure 3d 
illustrates lead and pitch,
6. The root diameter of a screw is the diameter of the 
bolt at the bottom of the threads. This dimension is used 
frequently as it gives the size drill that should be used to 
make the hole for a given size tap. **Tap^ is the name of 
the tool that is used to thread a hole. The drill used to 
make the hole is called a "tap drill". The tap drill size 
and the root diameter are not exactly alike as different 
materials requtre different allowances for threading.
Figure 30 illustrates root diameter*
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TABIS OF STANDARD THPJSADS
nominal m m b o r  ot threado per inonttap drill #lze to produeo 
diameter; ; approx* 76?t depth threadt—
:u*s«stdt 3*A*E, t pipe thdtu*s*std*ts*A*F* (pipe thd#
l«-6 5Y3 Î (37 (3 *3 3 (7 *5 4 11*33
3*15 S 3 4 1 (9 *6 4 (5 *33
1 *4 sliO (Jf. ' (18 (3 *1 5 (7 *3 3 7*16
5*15 118 5S(i 1 (1 *4 (17*54
3 *6 $ 1 % (13 (5 *1 5 (31*64 37*54
7*15 114 ( (3 3 *54 (25*54
1 *3 (13 (30 (14 (37*54 (29*54 23*33
9*15 (13 (13 ( (3 1 *5 4 (33*64
5 *a (11 (18 { (17*33 (37*54
11*15 (11 (15 { (I9 v 3 3 (5 *3
3 *4 (1 0 (15 (14 (31*33 (11*16 59*64
13*15 (10 } ( (33*33 (
7 *8 1 9 (14 1 (4 9 *5 4 (13*15




1 ( 8 (1 4 (7 *8 (29*33 1 5*33
1 1 *8 ( 7 (13 (3 1 *33 (1  3*64
1  1 *4 t 7 (13 * i l i(
(1  7 *54 (1  H * 5 4 1 1 *3
1 3 *3 ( 5 (13 (1  7*32 (1  19*54
1 1 *3 t 5 (13 ( H i
(
(1  H * 3 2 (1  27*64 1 4 7 -6
1 5 *3 (5  1 *3 1 (1  39*64 (
1 3 *4 t 5 ( I (1  9*15 t
1 7 *3 ( 5 I ( (1  11*15 1
3 14 1 *3 ( ( H i (1  25*64 ( 3 7*33
Figure 35
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7* A 3/4* by 3* square beaded bolt la to be drawn 
la the first spaoe provided on the drawing paper, 3/4* 
being the diameter of the bolt and 3* being the length of 
the bolt measuring from under the head to the end# This 
drawing should be made with the threads similar to those 
shown In Figure 34. The head to be shaped as In Figure 37 
(e)« the nut to be shaped as In Figure 37 (d)« being
the diameter, or 3/4* In this ease, the other proportions 
ean be found by using the dimensions whleh are figured from 
this one dimension. Refer to Figure 33 for the process 
to be followed In drawing the threads. The light lines 
on the drawing of a thread represent the point of the thread, 
while the dark lines represent the root of the thread# The 
distance between the light lines Is equal to the pitch, 
while the amount of slant Is equal to only one-half of the 
lead as only one side of the bolt ean be seen, and there­
fore, we see only one-half of the lead# Referring to 
Figure 39, the note on the thread (1*-S U#s#std# thds# ) 
should be read as follows s 1* meaning the diameter of the 
bolt; the dash Is simply used to separate the figures; 8 
meaning the number of threads there are for eaeh Inch of the 
threaded part; U.S.Std* meaning the threads ere to be 
shaped to conform to the United States Standard thread# 
Sometimes the d is omitted as being unnecessary as this la 
the number of threads required to conform to a diameter of
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!*• when made to the United States standard* The ntuaher ot 
threads per inch on a 5/4** holt is to be round In the 
"Table ot Standard Threads"*
8* In the second space on the sheet Is to he drawn 
a hexagonal heeded holt* The diameter and length being 
the same as for the square headed holt* This drawing 
should he made with the threads similar to those shown in 
Figure 33* The head should he made as shown In Figure 37(a) 
and the nut as shown In Figure 37(h)* The number of 
threads per inch and the slant will be the same as used 
for the 3/4" square headed holt*
9* In the upper right hand spaoe on the drawing sheet 
shall be a two«»Tlew drawing (front and side views) of a 
shaft that Is threaded on one end and broken on the other 
end* The necessary dimensions are to he found on the 
pictorial drawing* Methods of showing broken ends are 
illustrated in Figure 40, that shown at (a) is preferred*
The style of threads to he used is that shown in Figure 
33# The broken end of the shaft should he crosshatched 
for cold rolled steel*-»* (Use the symbol for wrought steel* ) 
10* In the lower right-hand spaoe on the drawing 
sheet will be made a two-view drawing of the turnbuokle 
as shown in the picture drawing* The side view in this 
case should be a section view taken through the middle of 
the clamp* As stated once before, it is not vb ual to show
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Aotted Xlnes in a seotion view, but wh©n it la neoessary 
to show some part of the object that otherwise m i ^ t  not be 
plain, then it is pexmissible to put in the dotted lines*
It is therefore beat in this drawing to put In the dotted 
lines on the section view that will show the outline of 
the end of the turnbuokle as this is the only plaoe on 
the drawing that the shape of that part will appear* as 
the rotation of the turnbuokle must draw in both of the 
bolts, it will be evident that one of these bolts must 
be threaded with left<»hand threads, and the other with 
right-hand threads* This fact must be shown on the draw­
ing by slanting the lines that represent the threads, 
one being slanted to the right, and the other to the 
left of the vertical position, and also by stating that 
one is a right-hand thread, and that the other is a left- 
hand thread* The last named method of showing right and 
left hand threads is not to be put on the drawing until 
the subject of lettering is considered* It is necessary 
to make this last drawing only one-half of the sise of the 
given dimensions as the space would not permit of its 
being drawn full size. This is called drawing to scale 
half size* The whole dimension will be marked on the 
drawing, however, when that part of the work is being 
done* A long object that contains no m  w information 
through its middle portion may be shortened in the drawing
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by pXaein^t a oonveatlonal break aoross the objaet and then 
drawing the ends aa eXoee together as may be needed* Con- 
yentlonoX methods of representing different kinds of 
breaks are shown In Figure dX* As the turnbuckXe Is too 
long even when drawn to soaXe half size to go on the 
spaee provided» It wlXX be neeessary to show a break in 
the middle portion on the front view. The actual length 
of the tumbuekXe In the front view will be about 3 Inches* 
The threads on the rods should be represented by the 
method shown In Figure 33* The rods should not be shown 
In the section view# The symbol for wrought steel should 
be used on the broken ends of the turnbuokle In the section 
view* The broken ends of the rods In the front view may 
be made black*
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llfi« of limb protr&otor In draw of tbroads %
When a limb protractor I0 used In drawing tbo threads» 
It ahotild be held firmly against the T-square a M  the 
blade set at the slant of the threads| the protractor oan 
then be moved along the T-square and the threads drawn 
in their order*
Hse of T-square and triangles In drawing threads 5
To draw threads by using the T-square and triangle» 
plaoe the T-square and triangle In their natural position 
for drawing a vertieal line» then while holding these two 
tightly together» slant the T-square until the vertieal 
edge of the triangle is at the proper slant for the threads, 
Thumb taoks should now be placed on the bottom edge of the 
T-square at both ends; this will hold the T-square at the 
proper slant# The triangle oan now be moved along the 
T-square and the threads drawn la their order# Figure 43 
shows the T-square and triangle la their positions#
Drawing small screws or threads :
When the space between the lines which represent the 
points of the threads on the drawing f l ^ r e  to be less 
than 1/16 of an Inch the correct number of threads should 
not be shown but rather place the lines for the points of 
the threads 1/16 of an inch apart# The correct number of
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tlireada required will be iedleated by meaae of a aote« 
T M a  eame rule for asmall threads applies also to tapped 
holes*
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mate 10 (Becentrio ŝ yÆP-I
I. Puxrposei
To show the methods ot drawing threads in taped holes.
II. ToolsÏ
Drawing hoard# T«>square# triangles» scale, set of 
instruxaents# limb protractor (optional),
III, Supplies required*
Single sheet drawing paper, 6H pencil, pencil eraser, 
thxaaih tacks.
IV, Instructions*
1« Place the paper on the hoard with the long dlmen* 
Sion In a vertical position.
2. Draw the standard border line*
S# The **Eooentrio strop” will require hut two views* 
The best views to select for this drawing will he the 
front and top views* It will he remeiiihered from the work 
done in plate 4 that when the basic shape of an object 
is circular the first information required to start the 
drawing is the location of the center lines for the prin<* 
eiple circles* It will he necessary to have the location 
of a vertical center line through the front and top views, 
a vertical center line on each side of this center line 
will give the loo ation of the taped holes that are on eaoh 
side of the "strap” end horizontal oenter lines thrcmgh
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both the top and front views will give the location of 
the oenter point for the compass for all the circles on 
both views# The entire front view shall be a section 
drawing representing the object out In two on the center 
line# This section will show on the front view only# 
Notice that the material Is brass and that the cross-» 
hatching for this material Is different than that used 
for Iron In Plate 7# Refer to Figure 2d to find the kind 
of crosshatching lines that should be used#
4# Construct the top and front views with the ercep- 
tlon of that part whloh shows the taped holes# A circle 
should always first be drawn in that view In which It 
appears as a circle rather than the view In which Its 
side view appears# If this rule is followed out, the side 
view of the circle will always be In line with the pro- 
jaction of the circle# In this drawing the student 
should not attempt to make one view complete before work* 
Ing on the other as this Is liable to make the drawing 
inaccurate and will take much more time than la necessary# 
5# The 1/3 Inch space which appears at the center 
line on the "strap** Is provided that the two parts may be 
drawn together# The tightening la done by means of bolts 
which must be loose In the top half and whleh la threaded 
Into the bottom half# If a half Inch bolt Is used as 
the sketch shows, the hole In the top half will need to be
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8ooi0what larger0 (probably 1/1A of ea lacb larger la 
diameter^ ) so that the bolt will aot bind oa thla part#
The lower half will need to be drilled and taped to the 
proper alzea for suoh a bolt* The size tap drill to use 
and the size tap that should be used will be found by 
referring to Table of standard Threads* Methods of draw­
ing a taped hole are shown In Figure 43* The method shown 
at (k) will be used for thla hole* It should be notloed 
that as the hole In the top half Is larger than either of 
the olrales that show the taped hole In the bottom half, 
there will be three elroles showing on the top view for 
this part of the drawing* Two will be solid elroles and 
one will be a dotted oirole* See Figure 43(d) and (n).
The top view of the taped hole which appears In the top 
center of the **strap** will be drawn as shown in Figure 
43(a), (b) and (c)« The drawing on the top view for the 
hole that is marked **1/8 inch pipe tap** will not be a 
circle but rather an ellipse as this hole comes on the 
curved side and Its true width will not show on this 
view* In this case it will be necessary to draw the side 
view of the oirole before drawing the top view. It shouH 
also be noticed that a 1/3«« pipe is not 1/8** in diameter 
on the outside and that the drawing for this hole will not 
be 1/8** In diameter* Refer to Table of standard Threads 
for the necessary information on pipe threads*
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6# In drawing the threads on the front view the 
student should use a different method of showing threads 
on eaeh of the places where threads must be represented» 
Figure 45 shows the methods used for various sizes of 
taped holes both In section and In elevation* The student 
should select from these the ones that seem beat to fit 
the size required for each of the threads that he has to 
draw* The use of different kinds of thread representations 
for drawings of this kind would not be good oomnerclal 
practice y but we may be excused In using it in this ease 
so that experience in drawing as many as possible of the 
different kinds of thread representations may be had by 
the student* It will also be noticed that when a thread 
is shown in section they slant in the opposite direction 
to a thread shown In elevation* In a section view we see 
the threads on the far side of the taped hole y while in 
the elevation the threads on the near side are shown*
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DIVISION OF INKING
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INKING
Upon the ooapletlon of the penell drawing for the 
first ten plates* the student should be able to handle 
hie instruments In a familiar and eorkmsnllke manner so 
that the thought of their manipulation will not require a 
great deal of oonslderatlon. This will allow him to give 
attention to the next step in the making of the completed 
drawing* namely* that of inking in the drawing# thlle com-" 
merelal practice would indicate that dimensioning should be 
the next stage In the process of developing a drawing* It 
Is thought best to have ttim drawings inked In at this time 
so that the student will get further work In tool manipu­
lation* and also that he may clean up the drawing and re­
move all unnecessary pencil lines which might otherwise 
become confused with the dimension lines# For ocsamsrclal 
work a drawing is seldom Inked in but rather what Is known 
as a tracing Is made from the pencil drawing# Once more 
we will deviate from the commercial practice until the 
latter part of the course and will do our first Inking di­
rectly upon the paper on which the penciling has been done.
Use of the ruling pen#
The condition of the ruling pen will have more effect 
on the appearance of a finished drawing than any other one 
Instrument* for It Is this Instrument that Is used to Ink
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%n all of the atralght lines* The Inhed dreeing is the 
final pieoe of work, and thou^ the drawing may he penciled 
very well, unless the inking is also done carefully there 
would be little gained by having the good pencil drawing* 
The points or nibs, as they are called, of a new pen will 
probably be sharpened correctly, but It would be well for 
the student to inspect them and see that they are sharp.
If they are not sharp, the outer side may be lightly rubbed 
on a fine grained oil stone ; do not grind the Inside sur­
faces* If the pen has been used before, it should be 
thoroughly cleaned* To do this, remove the set screw and 
erase all dry ink from b o ^  the Inside and outside of the 
nibs with an ink eraser, stroking the eraser toward the 
point of the pen*
Hold the pen in the right liand with the set screw 
tamed out; grip the pen between the thumb and the point 
of the second finger with the first finger lightly laying 
over the outside of the pen to steady it* The thumb should 
be about opposite the set screw and the second finger half­
way between the set screw and the point of the pen* Figure 
61 shows the pen held properly* To make a clean edged line 
it is necessary that both of the nibs touch the paper* It 
can be seen that it will be necessary to hold the pen near­
ly perpendicularly to the paper to make both nibs touch*
The top of the pen may be slanted slightly toward the right
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(not to exoeod 15 degrees). The pen is cüLvays used elth a 
guiding edge such as the T-square, triangles, or curve, hut 
never as a freehand instrument. Hold the pen against the 
guiding edge with only sufficient pressure to assure the 
pen's following the guide* If the pen is pressed against 
the guiding edge with very great force, the nibs will be 
squeezed together and a line of varying width will result. 
The arm of the hand which holds the pen should be kept at 
right angles or perpendicular to the line that is being 
drawn; this will place the body of the worker slightly to 
one side of his pen, thus leaving the arm and hand free to 
move# The little finger should rest on the T-square and 
slide along this surface acting as a steadying point# Tor 
short lines the little finger may be held still and the 
hand moved with the finger point as a pivot.
To fill the pen.
%hen opening a new bottle of ink, first press down on 
the stopper to loosen the cork from the bottle. It might 
otherwise break in being removed* with the filler in the 
left hand and the pen in the right, proceed to fill the pen 
by placing the point of the quill which is on the stopper 
In between the nibs of the pea near their point. The ends 
of the little fingers may be touched together while doing 
this to assist in steadying the hands. No ink should be 
allowed to ocxne on the outside surfaces# Do not put more
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than 1/4 Inch of Ink In tho p#n, an4 for «mall work 1/8 to 
S/16 Inoh will t»e «ufflelant» %ben naoe««ar|r to wipe the 
pen, the eloth provided for that purpoee should be folded, 
and a eorner thus made passed between the nibs so that the 
Inside Is wiped. Figure 62 Illustrates filling the pen.
To draw a line*
Adjust the set sorew on the pen so that the width of
the line, or weight as It is sailed, is the same as that
shown for a full weight line in Figure 65. riase a pieoe 
of prastiee paper on the board, hold the pen in the eorreot
manner and the proper position, see that the arm is free
to move. At the beginning of each line press the pen 
slightly into the paper; this will start the ink to flow
and also give the line a square end to start with. Hold
the pen at a uniform slant for the full length of the line 
being drawn. lift the pen at the end of the line with a 
slight baokward movement; this prevents a ragged end to the 
line* Praotise drawing horizontal lines first, and later 
the vert leal lines may be made. Do this until a fair 
amount of assurance is felt In handling the pen. Horizon­
tal lines should be drawn from the left toward the right.
Vertical lines should be drawn from the bottom toward the 
top of the paper.
Suggestions on Inking.
1. If the pen does not write smoothly, do not change
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the weight of the line, tout wipe out the old ink with the 
pen wiper and refill with new ink* The pen will need to 
be T.iped frequently while drawing any of the finer line#.
Zm The blotter may be need on any line that has a 
mistake in it end that is to toe removed; this will keep 
the ink from entering the paper end will therefore be more 
easily removed* Do not use the blotter on any line that is 
to remain in the drawing as this will make the line pale* 
thus detracting from the appearance of the drawing; also* 
if the inking is being done on a tracing the pale line will 
not make a clear line on the blueprint*
3* Do not use a pencil eraser to remove pencil marks 
that are close to ink lines as this eraser will remove 
some of the ink* thus making pale lines with the result 
noted in number 2* Use art gum for this purpose*
4* Do not leave the nitos of any of the inking instru­
ments pressed together with the set screw as this may bend 
the points of the instruments and thus make them ink poorly*
0. See that all Instruments and the drawing are kept 
clean and free from any small particles* A very small 
particle of eraser or dust* if caught in the pen point* 
will cause a poor line*
6* It will be found very useful if the student will 
make a line gage by which to test the weight of all lines* 
This may be made as follows; Secure a piece of tracing
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eloth about aquare and on thla draw three lines, on® 
being the weight or width of a full line, the eeoond being 
Just one-half that weight and ear®fully drawn aa a dotted 
line; the third line should be a very thin or fine weight 
line about one-half the weight of the dotted line. Consult 
Figure 63 for the proper weight® of these lines* To use 
the line gage, first draw a sample line on a pieoe of prao- 
tiae paper, test its weight with the desired line on the 
line gage; if the weights are not equal, continue adjust­
ing the pen and testing with the line gage until the prac­
tice line is exactly the weight of the corresponding line 
on the line gage. If this testing is done for each of the 
different weight lines on every drawing, the student will 
obtain a uniformity of inking lines that is very beneficial 
to the appearance of his work.
Inking Plate 1 Iron Block
Instructions•1. Place the penciled drawing of plate 1 on the board 
80 that the longest horlmontai line on the drawing lines 
up with the T-square. This insures that the ink line will 
follow the pencil lines.
2. Gee that the ruling pen is clean and adjusted to 
the weight of a full line by comparison with the line gage 
or by referring to the full line shown in Figure 63. Do 
not fill the pen more than 4 inch with ink. Try the pen
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on a praetloe pieoa of paper to eee that everything la 
ready for work*
5* Start at the top of the drawing and Ink the first 
horisontaX line below the border line* start end stop 
this line exaetly at the corners of the block; do not al<* 
low them to cross as was done in penciling.
4* Draw the second horizontal lino from the top and 
follow this with eaoh of the horizontal lines in turn as 
the T-square is z&oved from the top toward the bottom of 
the drawing* This order is followed so that the worker 
will not have to wait for the preceding line to dry* Be­
fore starting a line look at the pen and see that it con­
tains suffieient ink to make the lino* It is almost impoa^ 
sible to make a joint in the line without that joint show­
ing* Make every line of full weight and of even blackness 
for its entire length* Draw the lines rather slowly and 
with great care*
6* Draw the first vertical line from the left border 
using the tools in the same manner as they were used in 
penciling* Draw from the bottom toward the top of the pa­
per* Make the joints with the horizontal lines x>erfeot so 
that there Is no crossing or overlapping at the corners* 
Proceed with the next vertical line to the right. Ink the 
remaining vertical lines in their order proceeding from 
left to right*
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6* The border lines may now be inked followin'^ the 
order of horizontal lines first end vertieal lines second*
To erase an ink blot*
To erase an ink line or blot of ink from a sheet of 
drawing paper without showing the erasure and leaving the 
paper in condition that it may be inked on again without 
blotting requires spécial procedure# Seeure a fine grained 
ink eraser and with this erase the ink i:iark until nearly 
obliterated. v.ith a penoil eraser rub over the same place 
until all signs of the ink are removedj thla will not only 
remove the ink but will also smooth the paper and leave it 
in fair condition for inking# To put the paper in a still 
smoother condition the same spot may be gone over with the 
art gum# If the ink eraser alone Is used it will leave the 
paper in much the condition of a blotter over which a clean 
line cannot be drawn#
To use the erasing shield*
Flace an opening of the erasing shield that is just a 
little larger than the spot to be erased over this spot and 
proceed to erase aa explained in the preceding paragraph* 
The shield protects the other lines so that so much patch 
or repair work need not be done# The pressure on the 
shield also helps hold the paper so that it will not be 
drawn loose from the thumb tacks or stretched at this 
spot#
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Inking Plate a Clemr? BlockInstruetIons.
X« PXaea the paper on the board aa In pXate X with
the Xongeat penoil line In line with the T-square*
&m Clean the ruling pen and fill with the proper
amount of ink* Adjust the pen to the proper width of line
for a full weight line# Draw a praetloe line and see that
the weight la eorreot*
5* Following the order of inking as explained in Plate
1# draw the top horizontal line following with eaoh of the
horizontal lines in turn as the T-square is brought down
aeross the paper* S© sure to stop the ink line exaotly at
the eorners*
4# Ink the wertieal lines drawing the one nearest the 
left first end following in order across the paper from 
left to right# &%ke the Joints at the corners perfect*
G* Bo far, only the risible edges should have been 
inked* The pen should now be adjusted to the weight of a 
dotted line as compared with ttie line gage or with Figure 
63* Try the pen on a pieoe of praotloe paper*
4. The dotted lines should now be inked In following 
the same order that was used with the full line, that Is, 
ink the horizontal lines first starting at the top and 
working down, and the vertleal lines next, starting at the 
left and working toward the right* Be sure to make the 
dotted lines touoh and cross at the places where they are
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•uppoeed to» The dotted lines wiXX have to he drawn very 
•XowXy at first in order that the worker wiXl make the 
dots end spaces of eorreot length and aXX of uniform 
Xength*
7, Beset the pen for fuXI weight Xines and ink in the 
border lines»
InkiPig rXate 3 V BlockIns tru cti ons •
X» Place the paper on the hoard as in Hate 2 with
the longest pencil line in line with the T-sq^uare»
2» Clean the ruling pen and fill it with the proper 
amount of ink. Adjust the pen to the width of a full 
weight line# Draw a praotloe line and see that the weight 
is correct»
3» Ink in the horizontal and vertical lines following 
the order for these lines as worked out in the last two 
plates»
4» The full weight slanting lines should be inked in 
next* tJse the T*square and triangle together holding them 
in the same position that was used while penciling» Ink 
in those lines that slant upward to the right first, start** 
ing at the left of the paper and working toward the right» 
Start inking these lines at their lower left end and draw 
the pen upward.
5. The lines that slant upward to the left shall now
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b# Ititeedl In, The worker vilX need to step to the very left 
end of the drawing board for these lines, lie hand that 
holds the pen mast be planed so that It la orer the triangle 
while that Instrwaent la held tightly against the T«>ec{aare 
and In position to guide the pen along the line that Is to 
be inked, £tart at the top end of this line and draw down 
toward the lower right end of the line* Draw the line at 
the right of the paper first and work toward the left. It 
should be ROtleed that this proeedure frcKm right to left 
Is opposite to that followed for most other Inking*
6« Make a perfset iolnt where the slanting line joins 
with the horizontal and vertical lines. Ik> not mmke them 
cross.
7. Do not draw an Ink line that Is to connect with 
another Ink line If the first line drawn Is not dry as two 
wet linos coming together are very apt to cause a blot at 
the point of Intersection*
8. Change the adjustment of the ruling pen to the 
proper weight for dotted linos. Test this weight with the 
line gage or with Figure 63, %hen the wolght is correct, 
the dotted lines may be Inked In, following the order of 
Inking as explained in Flats i >
9. FiSfist the pen for full weight lines and Ink In the 
border lines.
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Xnklng Plate (Adjusting lever)Instructions•
!• Plaoe the paper on the board In the aame position 
that it was tor penelllng. Teat the vertleal center line 
and see that it lines up with the triangle when the tri­
angle and T-sQuare are held in the eorreot position tor 
drawing this line.
2. When a drawing contains visible edges that are 
eireles or area of eiroles* these oiroles should be the 
first part of the drawing to be inked in# The reason for 
this can be seen if the student will draw two parallel 
lines about one inch apart and try to ocaineet the ends of 
these lines with a half elrele. How try again* this time 
drawing the half elrele first, and eonneot the two straight 
lines to the circle* This exeroise will show that it is 
easier and Quieker to make good connections where the cir­
cle is drawn first.
Prepare the compass with the ruling pen attachment 
as explained under **use of instruments", rraotiee with 
the eoini)ass pen on a spare piece of paper until it can be 
used successfully# Test the weight of the line with the 
line gage and make it equal to the weight of a visible 
edge line# The large complete circles on this plate may 
now be inked in#
3# rrspare the bow pen for Inking and adjust it to 
the weight of a visible edge line# Ink in all of the small
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oirolos cuid arcs that should be made with this pen# Be 
very oareful when Inking ares of oireles not to carry the 
ink line past the point of intersection with the interseot* 
ing line.
4. The remaining full weight lines may now be inked 
in in the following order: horizontal lines» vertical
lines» slanting lines.
5# If there were dotted circular lines on this draw­
ing» they should be the next to be Inked in» but as there 
are none the horizontal and vertical dotted lines may now 
be inked in.
6. Wherever circles or arcs of circles are on a draw­
ing» there should be intersecting center lines for each 
circle or arc which locate the centers for the circles and 
arcs* Where full circles appear» the center lines nust ex­
tend just past the outside of the circle; or if the whole 
drawing is ^sunetrioal about this center line» they should 
extend past the outside of the drawing# When drawing cen­
ter lines» be sure that they are made to cross at the point 
of the center of the eirole so that the center of the cir­
cle is definitely located* Any light line such as the cen­
ter line or a projection line that Is not a part of the 
object but is used to make it easier for the Interpretation 
of the drawing should be made to cross every other line 
that it may meet in its course* This greatly facilitates
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the reading of the drawing. Sometlm.es the center line la 
an are of a elrele» and when this Is the ease, the are 
oenter line should be Inked In before Inking the straight 
line center lines. A oenter line should also be drawn 
through the side view of a olrole or hole. In a side view» 
this is the only way to distinguish between a elrele and 
a reetangle» the olrole has the center line* Intersecting 
center lines which locate the oenters for the compass for 
the large arcs should be drawn In* The weight of a center 
line should be like that shown in Figure 63 or like the 
lightest line on the line gage*
?, Ink In the border lines with full weight lines.
Use of Instruments*Inking compass.
Bemove the pencil attachment from the large ecmipass 
and insert the pen attachment* Bring the pen point and 
the needle points together and adjust the needle point so 
that the point comes halfway between the point of the 
needle and the shoulder of the needle* remove all dry Ink 
from the pen point and have it In a clean» bright condition 
the same as required for the ruling pen* %hen using the 
ruling pen» It was found that the nibs should be kept per­
pendicular to the paper or a clean edged line could not be 
made; this same fact is true for the inking c<mpas8* The 
nibs of the compass pen must be kept perpendicular to the
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paper* On large elrelee* thoee over about two Inohea in 
radius^ It will therefore be neoessary to bend the Joint 
In the leg of the oompaea that holds the pen a auffiolent 
amount to make the nibs perpendicular to the paper. As the 
size of the circle being drawn increases, the amount to 
bend the Joint will also increase, then drawing very large 
circles, those over about four inches in radius, both legs 
of the compass should be bent so that they are perpendicu­
lar to the paper* Hotate the compass in only one direction, 
Figure 64 Illustrates the adjustment of the compass for use 
on large circles*
Order of inking*
To seeure the most satisfactory results, the beet ap­
pearing drawing, with the least errors in technique, all 
lines should be ”inked in" in the order in which they ap­
pear in the following outline:
a* Visible edge circles and arcs of circles* 
b* Visible edge irregular curves.
c. Horizontal visible edges, starting at the topof the drawing and Inking these lines in theorder that they come*
d* Vertical visible edges, starting at the left and working toward the right of the drawing* o and d are done in this order sc that the worker need not wait for the ink of the pre­ceding line to dry.
e. All other visible edge lines*
f* Invisible edge circles and arcs of circles*
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g* Invlelble edge irregular ourree.
h# Inrlalble edge horisoxital lines# prooeedlng as in e.
i* Invisible edge vertical lines# proceeding aa
j# All Other invisible edge lines.
k. Center line circles and arcs of circles.
1. Center line horizontal and vertical lines in that order#
m# Construction lines. Circles# arcs, horizontal and vertical lines.
n. Dimension lines.
0. Border lines.
p. Dimension arrow heads.
q# Dimensions*
r. lettering for notes# title and name plate In the order named.
InkinA Plate 5 (Brake Quadrant)
Ins truetions•
1. riace the penoil drawing of plate 5 on the drawing 
board in the same position as when penciling* Adjust the 
paper so that the long horizontal center line on the front 
view will line up with the edge of the T-square.
2* Clean the compass pen of all old Ink and adjust it 
for a full weight line. Test the weight with the line 
gage. Ink in all the circles and arcs that indicate visi­
ble edges and that were drawn in pencil with this compass.
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3* Clea» the bow pea ot all old Ink and adjust It to 
the weight of a full line# Test the weight with the line 
gage# Ink In all elrolee and area that Indloate visible 
edges and that were panelled with the bow penoil#
4# Ink In the full weight straight lines In the same 
order as followed on the preoedlng plates# Horizontal 
lines, vertleal lines, and slanting lines.
6# Set the bow pen to the weight of a dotted line and 
test this weight with the line gage* Ink In the small ares 
of olreles that show the ends of the reoess on the top 
view#
6# Set the ruling pen to the weight of a dotted line 
and ink In the dotted lines on the top view# There are no 
Invisible edges on the front view#
7# The large oompass should now be set to the weight 
of a oenter line and the olroular oenter line In the left
end of the front view be drawn#
8# %lth the ruling pen properly adjusted the remain­
ing oenter lines may now be Inked In#
0# Ink In the border lines with full weight lines#
Inkliut Plate 6 (Booker Arm)
Instruotlons#
1# Place the penoil drawing of plate 6 on the drawing 
board In the same position as when penolllng# line the
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qeater line in the front Tlew up elth the T-aquare.
Zm There Is no new information on Inking required for 
this plate* The some order of Inking should be followed as 
In the preoedlng plate* See that the oorreot weight of 
line for each kind of lines is used* take the full weight 
lines of both the compass and the ruling pen of equal 
weight* All the lines of eaoh kind should be of equal 
weight* Try to awoid the omission of a line when that 
kind of line is being inked because the more often the pen 
has to be adjusted to different weights the more poeolbill- 
ties there are of making varying weights of lines*
Inking Plate 7 (Cone Pulley)
Instructions*
1. Place the pencil drawing of Plate 7 on the drawing 
board in the same position as when penciling* See that It 
lines un with the T-square*
2* There are two new kinds of lines found on this 
drawing, oroeshatohlng and section lines* The crosshatch- 
Ing lines should be inked the same weight as used for cen­
ter lines, this being the lightest of the three weights 
used* Be very careful when Inking these lines to see that 
they are spaced exaotly unlformly*
3* A section line is found In two places, once on the 
front view to show there what part has been Imagined as
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being removed» and eleo In the side view vhere the edge of 
the aeetion eomee. In both of theee oases, the section line 
is a oenter line. Remember in sectioning that it Is only 
imagined that the section is removed and therefore the edge 
of the out is not a solid or visible edge line.
4. The drawing may now be inked In in the same order 
as in the preoedlng two plates. The erosshatching will be 
the last part of the drawing to be inked.
Inkinise Plate 8 (Bracket)
Instruotlons,
1* Plaoe the penoil drawing of Plate 8 on the drawing 
board in the same position as when penolllng, ree that it 
lines up with the T-^squere,
5, This plate is a simple one to ink» and the student 
should therefore try to make the technique perfect. Use 
the line gage for oorreot weights of lines. Follow the 
order of Inking as explained before.
Inking riate 9 (Bolts end Threads)Xnstructi ons,
1, There being four complete and separate drawings on 
this plate» It may be more convenient for the student to 
ink each part in as though it were a whole plate* The 
drawing nearest to the left should be inked in first# ob­
serving the eorreot order of Inking as followed on the pre­
oedlng plates. The line which indioates the root of the
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thread should be the same weight as a full or Tislble edge 
line* The line indloatlng the point of the thread la the 
same as that used for center lines and oonstruotlon lines» 
the lightest weight of line used.
2, The remaining three drawings on this plate may be 
inked in eaoh being made complete in Its turn* The irreg­
ular lines that show where the shaft, turnbuckle, and rods 
in the turnbuckle are broken will be inked In freehand with 
the ball-point pen* Try to make this line the same weight 
as all other wlsible edge lines*
Inking Plate 10 (Eooentrle strap)Instructions. "" ' ' .
1* There are several places on the drawing of the eccen­
tric strap where circles must be drawn tangent to other 
circles and where circles must be drawn tangent to straight 
lines* This kind of work requires considerable care and 
great accuracy if the drawing is to appear well and the 
points of tangency are not to show* There are no new kinds 
of lines to use on this drawing so the student may proceed 
to ink it in without further instructions. The lines which 
indicate the points of the threads in the section view 
should be inked as visible edge lines. Follow the correct 
order of inking* Continually strive for greater accuracy, 
neatness, and better technique*
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DIVISION OF DI?«:ENSI0NING
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DUt:SHSIONIÎTG O BJECTIVES
There are two general ohJeotlTes or kinds ot Informa­
tion that the meohenloal drawing must convey to the work­
man that Is making the object. The first of these is that 
the drawing çiust so express or convey the Idea of the ap- 
pearance of that object that the workman can form a mental 
picture of It. The second objective of the drawing is to 
give the workman all of the dimensions that he may be re­
quired to know to insure the ob jeclAs being made the exact 
size the draftsman or designer intended it should be. The 
method of showing the picture of the object as a mechanical 
drawing has been worked out in the preceding drawings, but 
it is now necessary to make these drawings usable by the 
workman in the shop by placing upon them the dimensions 
that show the size they are to be made. It should be es­
pecially noted here that the dimensions that go on the 
drawing are not those used by the draftsman in making the 
drawing, but the dimensions that are required by the work­
man to make the object. The drawing in itself is of no 
value, but rather its value comes in how successfully the 
drawing conveys to someone else the required ideas that 
will enable the second person to make that object. In or­
der that the drawing be dimensioned to the best advantage 
the draftsman must know or learn the methods of production
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used In the chop where the drawing le to he used* He must 
know the maehlnes that are In that ehop and the llmltatlone 
of eaoh; that le, what It la poeelhle to do with theae ma- 
ohlnee, and what are the heat methods of doln^ a eertaln 
joh* Thla means that the machine draftsman must have a 
knowXedgie of processes In the pattern shop, the foundry, 
the forge, the machine shops and other related metal work­
ing shops. If the draftsman can obtain his knowledge of 
these processes by a period of training In eaoh shop, he 
will have a good foundation for drafting; if such a method 
Is not possible, he should study texts on these subjects 
and make as many Observation trips to shops as may be 
possible.
Upon looking over drawings that have been made within 
the last twenty*five years, It Is evident that the methods 
Of dimensioning have undergone changes that assist greatly 
In reading the drawings, and that standards for dimension­
ing are developing which It will be well to follow. The 
general 3*ules that express these standards are given for 
eaoh plate, Aa only new rules will be stated In connection 
with each plate, the student must apply the rules found on 
any or all preceding plates to the one on which he Is work­
ing. The rules being of a more or less general nature will 
require Judgment from the student for their exact applica­
tion to each drawing.
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General Dlreotiona 
1* In order that the mental ploture ot the objeet 
vhloh the workman muet get from the drawing le not hindered 
by extra llnee being plaeed upon the drawing* it is beet 
newer poeelble to plaoe dlmeneiona in the epace outside 
of the aotoal shape of the objeot* Illustrated in Figure 
44.
E* The dimeneione should be pXaoed between the differ­
ent views wherever it is possible to do so rather than on
the outer edges of the drawing. Illustrated In Figure 44#
3# Only suoh di ensions should be plaeed on the draw­
ing as will be required by the workmen that are going to 
make the objeot from the drawing. Dimensions suoh as the 
distanoe an objeot is from the border line may be helpful 
to the draftsman but do not affeet the making of the ob­
ject* and should therefore not be placed on the drawing#
4# Do rust dimension the same thing more than once 
though it may appear in more than one view. The width of
the Block in Plate 1 appears in both the end and the top
views* but the dimension for this width should be given in 
only one place on the drawing* this may be either above 
the end view or to the right of the top view#
6# The distance between the dimension line and the 
object depends somewhat on the size and coarseness of the 
drawing being made* but for ordinary work a good space to
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U8« la threa-elghtha of an lnoh«
6« %han a aerie a of diir«enaiona are placed one outside 
of the other# the same spacing as used for the first c m  
should be used between the other dimension lines* Illus­
trated in Figure 44.
7* A aeries of short dimensions (sometimea called de­
tail dimensions) should be placed in line with each other* 
Illustrated in Figure 44*
8. When a aeries of short dimensions and the total or 
overal1 dimension come on the same side of an object# the 
short dimension should be placed next to the object# and 
the total dimension on the outside* Illustrated in Figure 
44.
9* A apace must be left In the dimension line for the 
dimension with the exception as noted in the following rule. 
One-half inch ia about the right amount of space to leave# 
though this will depend upon the space available*
10. If the dimension that is to be placed on the di­
mension line is a whole fraction and not a mixed number 
the drawing will appear neater and time can be saved if no 
apace la left in the dimension line but the numerator and 
dencnoinator of the fraction written above and below the di­
mension line respectively. Illustrated in Figure 44*
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krltlag th0 âlsienaion and arrow baada.
XX* Hake aXX diraenelons of equaX height; a large epaoe 
does act oaXl for a largo figure*
12* The else figure to uee depends somewhat upon the 
drawing being made, but for drawings such as are being
made In this course, a good height to use Is one-el^th of
an Inch for whole numbers and one-fourth of an Inch for 
fractions* It should be noted here that i- of an Inch Is 
the total height of the fraction and that each part thereof 
will need to be slightly less than 1/8 of an Inch so that 
the figure will not touch tlie division line which comes be­
tween them# The figures should be shaped like those shown 
In Figure 45* Shape them carefully; this Is printing and 
not writing*
13. Guide lines should be drawn for the tops and bot­
toms of all dimensions to Insure their being of equal
height* A rapid way to measure the height Is to set the 
bow dividers at one-eighth of an Inch, make two little 
punch marks In the paper equal distance each side of the 
dimension line and then draw guide lines through these 
punches parallel to the dimension line* The spacing for 
fractions may be made by setting the bow dividers at 1/8 
of an inch as used for the whole numbers, place one leg of 
the dividers on the dimension line and make a punch In the 
paper each side of the dimension line, the space each side
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ot th# fraction line znay be estimated* Illustrated In 
Figure 46*
14. All dimension must read from the bottom or right 
hand side of the drawing* This means ttmt dimension may 
be written so that they may be read by a person standing 
either at the bottom of the drawing or at the right hand 
side of the drawing. If the dimension line Is horizontal, 
then the dimension must be written so that it ean be read 
from the bottom of the drawing. If the dimension line Is 
wertloal, then the dimension must be written so as to read 
from the right side of the drawing. Illustrated In Figure 
44.
15. So that the slant of the dimensions and other let­
tering may be similar, all dimensions shall be written at
a slant of 60 degrees to the dimension line In which It Is 
placed. A fuller statement on the slant of letters will 
be found under the discussion on lettering.
16. The line at the end of the dimension line is called 
an extension line* This line should not touch the object 
being dimensions, but should start a short distance away 
from the object, frcm 1/16 to 1/32 being about the right 
amount. The extension line should also extend about one- 
eighth of an inch past the dimension line* Illustrated In 
Figure 47.
17. An arrow head must be placed at both ends of each
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dtmeiislon line to show the exact end of that dimension.
The point of the arrow head must just touch the extension 
line. A good shape to make the arrow heads Is about 3/16 
Inch long by 1/16 Inch wide. The proper shape and location 
of each arrow head Is very Important and greatly affects 
the appearance and ease of reading the drawing; do not over 
look Its value and neglect this part of the job# If at all 
possible» the same size arrow head should be used for all 
parts of the drawing; do not make a large arrow head just
because there happens to be plenty of space to do so. Il­
lustrated In rigure 48.
Figure 49 and Figure 71 Illustrate simple drawings 
that are properly dimensioned and should be carefully ob­
served by the student while he is dimensioning the first 
few drawings.
Dlmenslonln/g Plate X ( Iron Block)
1. Place the drawing of Plate 1 on the board In the
same position as used In penciling and in inking. Do this
by lining up one of the long horizontal lines of the draw­
ing with the T-square.
2. All the dimensions for this plate will come either 
between the front and side views or above the front and 
side views. There should be no dimensions around the out­
side edges of the drawing.
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3# ^v#ry one ot the rules that are given under the 
first 17 general directions for dimensioning have applica­
tion to this first plate.
4. All work of dimensioning shall he done In pencil 
first. The Inking In is to he done after all the ten 
plates are dimensioned. Dimensioning Includes the dimen­
sion line# extension line# arrow heads# and the dimension 
Itself.
5. The dimension and extension lines should he drawn 
with the 6H pensll. The arrow heads and the dimensions 
should be made with the IH pencil. The IH pencil Is much 
softer than the 6H pencil making It easier to control the 
movement In shaping the letters and figures.
General directions applying^ to Plate 2.
18. When a rectangular hole Is to be dimensioned# the 
dimensions should be written In the hole on the view where 
the shape of the hole appears. Both the length and width 
of a hole should be given even though It is square.
19. A dimension should not be given to a dotted line 
or Invisible edge unless that Is the only place where that 
part of the object ean be dimensioned.
20. Usually the dimension should be written in such a 
place that the extension line at the end of the dimension 
line does not have to cross a visible edge line.
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PiaaengionlnÆ Plate g (Clamp Blook)
1» Plaott the drawing on the board In the eeme posi­
tion as used for panelling and Inking#
Z» The dimensions for the euts In the bottom eornera 
will need to be spaced below the front view# Notice that 
the 3/8 Inch spacing for the dimension line should come 
below the bottom of the object and not 3/8 Inch below the 
top of the comer cut# The outer extension line for this 
dimension will be drawn from the top of the out and not 
from where the corner of the blook would be If the out were 
not made# The extension lines will be of unequal length. 
This point Is Illustrated In Figure 30.
3* It will be necessary to place the depth of the 2 
Inch square hole on either the front or end views from the 
top line to the dotted line that shows the depth of the 
hole. (Buie 20.)
4# The dimension for the 1 Inch square hole should be 
placed as In rule 18# The dimension from the cne-lnoh hole 
to the two-1noh hole should be placed In line with the di­
mension for the one-inch hole.
5# There are three possible ways to dimension the two- 
inch hole# The preferable way would be to use the same 
method as used for the one-Inch hole, but this makes a con­
fusion of dimensions In that space# The second way would 
be to draw the extension lines to the outside of the object
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and plaoe the dlmenalona off the object* but rule 20 shoes 
that this Is not a good method* The third method would be 
to draw the extension lines outside of the two-1neh square 
but keep them on the main body of the object, spacing the 
dimension line 3/8 inch from the two-inch hole* Pule 1 
states the objection to this method. As it is evident that 
there are objections to each of the three methods* the stu­
dent must decide which way he will use that will interfere 
the least with the picture of the object*
Note; This long discussion of such a simple dimension 
is entered so that the student will see and realize that 
the placement of a dimension requires consideration and 
should not be placed without thought*
General directions aonlying: to riate 3.
21* When an angle Is to be dimensioned* the dimension 
line will be an arc whose center Is the point where the 
lines which form the angle meet* Figure 51 shows three 
methods of placing the dimension*
22* bhen the angle of a slanting line is given, it is 
necessary only to give dimensions for the location of one 
end of this line. If the angle between two lines is given* 
and the angle of one of these lines to either the horizon­
tal or vertical base is known, then only the vertex of the 
angle need be dimensioned*
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Dimensioning Plate 3 (Y^Blook)
1« Place the paper on the hoard in the same position 
as used for panelling and Inking.
Bm Place the overall dimensions of the block as on 
Plate 2#
3* Dimension the angle at the vertex of each of the 
"Vs". (Rule 21.) (Figure 51.)
4. Give the dimensions locating the vertex of the
"V*s". Figure 52 Illustrates the method of doing this,
(Rule 22.)
General directions applying to late 4 .
23. %hen a cor plate circle appears on a drawing, the 
diameter for that circle should be given, the dimension 
usually being placed on that view which shows the circle. 
The methods of dimensioning a circle are Illustrated In 
Figure 53#
24. If the arc of a circle only appears on the draw­
ing, the radius for that arc must be given, and the center 
from which the radius is drawn shall either be located by 
dimensions or be apparent beyond possible error. It re­
quires two Intersecting dimensions or lines to locate a 
point. iCethods of dimensioning arcs of circles are given
In Figure 54.
25. %here the shape of an object la based on several 
circles or where parts of an object are circular, the dl-
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mansion for the looation of the oentere of eaeh of the 
perte should be given in relation to main oenter line of 
the Obleet*
£6» Total l«3gtha for objeete whose extremities are 
elroular are usually not required. The dlstanoe between 
the centers of the extreme circles being given.
£7* Small circular holes may be dimensioned by running 
an arrow to the clrcuaferenoe from some convenl* nt point 
outside of the object and placing the size of this hole to* 
gather with the word "drill" or "ream" as the case may be, 
at the end of the arrow which Is off the object. Such di­
mensions should always be written horizontal or vertical 
and not at a slant#
£8. If a radius line Is drawn as slanting to the left 
of the perpendicular, the dimension In that line should 
read from the bottom of the paper# Illustrated in Figure 
bS« This rule also applies to any slanting dimension line.
£9. The dimension for a circle either as a radius or 
as a diameter should never be written on the center lines 
for that circles rather place them at an angle to the oen­
ter lines. Figure 56.
Dltaenslonlnfg Plate 4 (Adiustipfg lever)
1. Place the drawing on the board In the same position 
as when penciling and Inking*
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2m Aa thla la the flrat plata eontalnlng olrolaa# It 
ailX be neoesaary to follow earefully the rulea that relate 
to dimeasionlns eirolea*
3# The olreular right end should be dimensioned by 
giving the diameter. This may be placed either to the 
right of the object or between the front and top views.
The central hole In the right end should be dimensioned di­
rectly on the hole with the word "drill** inserted in the 
dimenaion line. The radiua for the left end may be indi­
cated by giving the whole width of the slot or by giving 
the radiua of the half circle; the first method la best 
in this ease, aa this la a cored hole and would be made in 
the pattern by the pattern maker with an auger, and as 
augers are dimensioned by their diameter, the diameter 
would be the best to give* The size of the four snail 
drilled holes should be given as explained in rule 37.
4. The thickness of the object should be shown by a 
dimension at each end of the top view#
General directions applying to Plate S.
50. hhen the radiua of a circle ia to be dimensioned, 
the arrow for this dimension should extend from the center 
of the Circle to the circumference. If there ia sufficient 
room on the radius line to give the dimension. It should be 
put on the line in the usual method of placing dimensions. 
If the space is small, the dimension should not be written
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•iQ&ller but rather some method ot plaelng the dimension 
«here more apace la available should be used. Whenever 
the dimension la removed from Ita natural radius position, 
the dimension should be written either on the horizontal 
or vertical, not slanting. Some methods for marking radii 
are given In Figure 54. I?otloe that an arrow head la 
placed only at the end of the arrow that touches the circle; 
do not place an arrow head at the center of the circle.
If the center of the arc Is removed from the main part of 
the drawing, or If It Is at such a place as not to clearly 
show Its location, then a small circle of about 1/16 of an 
inch In diameter may be placed around the center point.
Dimensioning; riate S (Brake Cuadrant)
1# FIace the drawing on the board in the same posi­
tion as when penciling and inking.
2 . The method end location of dimensions for this 
plate are very similar to those on riate 4, and most of the 
dimensions may be put on without further instructions*
3. On the top view the dimensions for the thickness 
of the middle section and for the depth of the recess will 
need to be placed on the object. Other dimensions may be 
placed about as shown on the picture drawing*
General directions applying to riate 6 
51, %hen a number of dimensions are placed one outside
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ot the other ae in rule 6» the flgnree should he plaoed on 
alternate sides of the oenter line* This Is done so that 
the figures will not Interfere with eaoh other and to Emke 
each number stand out more olearly» This rule is illustrat­
ed in Figure &7«
SB* therever possible the dimension fAiould be written 
in the dimension line between its terminating extension 
limes, but in the oase of small dimensions this Is not al­
ways possible* Three other possible ways of placing small 
dimensions are shown in Figure 58* The illustrations are 
lettered in their order of preference - A first, B second,
0 last*
Dimensioning Plate 6 (Hooker Arm)
1* Place the paper on the board in the same position 
as used for penciling and for inking*
2* All the dimensions for the thickness of the parts 
of the objeet should be plaoed on the top view at one end 
of the drawing and arranged as a series of equally spaced 
dimensions* (Rules 5 and 6*)
3* The large dimensions such as the distance between 
centers and the dimensions for the location of the large 
arcs should now be put in the front view. (Rule 24.)
4* The dimensioning of the small circles at the right 
end of the front view will require planning to make them
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plain* The oenter hole In this end le laarked for drilling* 
Fat in the fillet radii ae shown in Figure 54.
General di^^otlone apMyliig to riate 7.
33. If a dimension la to be written on a oroashatehed 
eurfaoe a small opening in the oroeehatohlng lines should 
be left around the figures. Hils may be made neatly by 
drawing a penoil oirole just large enough to enoloee the 
figures and when inking the erosshatohlng lines stop them 
when they some to the oirole. The penoil oirole should
not. however, be inked in. Figure 59.
Dimensioning Plate 7 (Cone rulley)
1. Flaoe the paper on the board in the same position
as used for penolllng and for Inking#
2» The position of the dimensions on this plate will 
be somewhat different from that on any of the preeeding 
plates. Rule 2 shows that the dimensions should be between 
the views, but as it was necessary to turn the large end 
of the pulley toward the oenter to better show the webs, 
some of the dimensions will need to be placed on the right 
of the end view. Give here the outside diazseters of the 
three steps.
5, The diameters of the shaft hole. hub. and the in­
side step diameters will be placed between the views.
4. The dimension for the width of each step should be
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Sliron a# la rules 7 end 8.
5« The thleknesa ot the web will he written on the 
front view. The length of the huh will he given on the 
end view. The thlokness of the metel should be laarked for 
each step directly on that surface In the section view.
The erosshatohlng lines around the dimension should he 
omitted, thus leaving the dimension clear. Dimensions on 
erosshatohlng are Illustrated In Figure 59.
The size of the key way may be given as a note In the 
nearest space available, thus: **3/8” r 1/8” keyway."
Dimensioning Plate 8 (Bracket)
1. Place the drawing on the board In the same posi­
tion as used for penolllng and for Inking.
2. Most of the dimensions for the Bracket should be 
plaoed between the views. The circles on the top and aux­
iliary views should he dimensioned from center to center. 
The angle for the right end In the front view should not 
be omitted.
3. Study Rule 2$ and make the dimensions on the slant- 
Ing lines read from the right direction.
General directions annlyln/? to Plate 9.
34. Sometimes the dimensions for an object are given 
In terms of the basic or principal dimension for that ob­
ject. This makes It possible to figure the dimensions for
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ftll parte vben only the one baelo dimension is known.
Bolts are usually dimensioned in this way» the diameter 
being the baalo dimension*
Dimensioning Plate 9 (Bolts and Threads)
1# Flaoe the paper on the board in the same position 
as used for penolllng and Inking.
2. The only figures for the bolt that will be plaoed 
on the drawing will be the diameter and length of the bolt» 
the length of threaded peirt, and the note whleh gives the 
neoesaary information about the threads. All other dimen­
sions should be expressed in terms of the diameter. Fig­
ure 60 illustrates the required dimensions. Refer to para­
graph 7 on how to read the dimensions for threads as given 
in the direotions for drawing plate 9.
3. All neoesaary dimensions required to make the 
threaded shaft end should be given Inoludlng the note on 
threads. The diameter of the threaded part» the diameter 
of the middle shaft» and the length of the threaded part 
are required dimensions.
4. Though it was necessary to make the drawing of the 
turnbuokle only one-half the sise of the dimensions given 
in order that it would go in the space usable for the
drawing» the dimension of the full size should be placed 
on the drawing. In the middle section where the brake was
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made to shorten that part# the full dimension should he 
plaoed the same as if the drawing were not broken. The 
notes for the threads should show that they are left and 
right hand threads. The note for the right end should 
read: 3/4" U.S. Std. L, H. The 1, H. means left hand.
The note for the left end should be followed by K. H, 
General direotions applying to riate 10.
33. %hen a small threaded hole is to be made in an 
objeot# the hole is first drilled to a size whioh is about 
equal to the root diameter of the threads and then tapped. 
The drill used for this purpose Is oalled a tap drill 
though it is no different than any other drill, itost ma- 
ohinists know the size tap drill for any standard thread# 
but due to the different kinds of material# the methods of 
tapping and the fit required# It is best to give the tap 
drill size in the same note whioh states the number and 
kind of threads. Only one arrow should be brought to the 
hole for this oomblned note.
Dimensioning Plate 10
1. Flaoe the drawing on the board in the same posi** 
tion as d^ed for penoiling and inking.
2. AS this is the last plate of this group to be di-» 
mensioned# no spoolfie directions for the placing of di­
mensions will be given. The student is expected to apply
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all rule# and direotions reoaiyed for the preeeding plates* 
5# Some dlmenslcne that might be overlooked are sailed 
to attention: the drill else for every threaded hole, the 
tap size for every threaded hole, the height of the boss 
on the top of the strap, dimensions for the location of the 
pipe threaded hole, dimensions for the recessed part on the 
Inside of the strap, end the distance from the center of
the main circle to the centers of the holes on the sides*
"Inking In" the Dimensions 
1# After completing the penciling of dimensions for 
all of the ten plates they should then be "Inked In", 
starting with Plate I and continuing through in consecu­
tive order*
2* In Inking the dimension and extension lines, the 
ruling pen should be set at the lightest weight line ^iven 
on the line gage, which Is the same as that shown In Fig­
ure 63* If a heavy line Is used for this purpose they will 
become confused with the visible edge lines of the object,
making It hard to obtain a picture of the object*
3* The arrow heads and dimensions are very Important 
and should stand out olearly on the drawing; this is not 
done by making them large but rather by using a fairly 
heavy weight line* The ball pointed pen #516? made by D* 
LBOPTARDT & Go* makes a good arrowhead and the #621 or #702
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pan mado by the Ester brook steel Ten L'anufaottirlns Co* 
makes a good weight for the dimonsion* If only one pen is 
used for both purposes the #621 or #702 should be used*
4* The dimension and extension lines should be inked 
in In the same order as for visible edge lines, that Is, 
elreles and are, horizontal straight lines starting at the 
top, vertleal straight lines starting at the left, and last 
slanting straight lines#
5* start at the upper left hand eorner of the paper 
and work down toward the lower right hand comer when Ink­
ing the dimensions and arrow heads. This will make It pos­
sible to work oontlnuously without waiting for the Ink on 
eaoh dimension to dry.
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DIVISICK OF LETTERÎKG
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lETTEBirO
The set of drawings that are being made are still in* 
eomplete, they are not ready to be called working drawings* 
It is neoesaary that certain information be given to those 
who make the object from the drawing other tha'n just dimen* 
alone* The only way to convey or show the remaining direc­
tions Is to give written instructions concerning them. 
Sometimes these Instructions are very extensive and require 
their being written on a separate sheet which may be at­
tached to the drawing* and in such oases are oalled speci­
fications* Usually in machine drawing the information can 
be plaoed on the drawing Itself In the form of notes on 
material and finish* procedure in construction* and a de­
scriptive title or name plate* As this written material 
or lettering ia an essential part of the drawing* it can 
readily be seen that It must be legible beyond a doubt.
Also the appearance of the drawing may be completely spoiled 
by careless lettering* This old expression is worthleam- 
Ing* "Good lettering la essential to good mechanical draw­
ing; many an otherwise excellent drawing has been spoiled 
by poor lettering." lettering is an independent subject 
from mechanical drawing; the letters being formed freehand 
and not with the use of the drawing instruments*
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The study of Iattoy shares.
The form of letter most oomzaonly used in meohanioal 
drawing le the cingle Ctroke Coimnerolal Gothic letter. The 
Blngle Stroke means that the width of the lines of the let­
ters will he that made by a single stroke of the pen or 
pencil; the "Commercial Gk>thic" Is a simplified or sli^tly 
changed form of Gothic letter making It best adapted to 
commercial use*
There are two kinds of single stroke Gothic letters, 
the upper ease or caps and the lower case* All the letter­
ing on the first ten plates will be In cape. An alphabet 
In caps is shown In Figure 65. If you will notice careful­
ly, It will be seen that the letters are not of equal width 
and that the spaces between the letters are not equal.
While the satisfactory shaping and spacing of letters de­
pends largely upon a good "eye" there are several general 
rules or directions that the beginner can observe*
1* The slant of all letters must be uniform*
£* The tops and bottoms of the letters must be kept 
exactly In line* (When the draftsman has become suffi­
ciently practiced to be able to do neat lettering, he should 
study a more extensive treatise on lettering, and he will 
find therein that slight changes are made in certain let­
ters other than stated herein*)
3* A uniform weight of line must be used on all letters
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ot «quai sl2« and Importance on the aame drawing,
4, Shape all letters exaotljr as given In the alphabet 
for the style that Is being used.
The slant of letters must be kept uniform. For this 
drawing course» the slant used shall be 60 degrees to the 
horizontal# That the student may develop a conception of 
a 60 degree slant, and to provide a guide that does not 
interfere with freehand construction, the T-square and 60 
degree triangle should be used as shown In Figure 66. The 
pencil lines are not drawn along the triangle but rather 
about 4r Inch to the left of It. By using these mechanical 
assistances, the proper slant and a uniform slant will be 
maintained, muscular control required for freehand letter­
ing will be developed, and the eye will be trained to "see" 
a 60 degree slant. The T-square should be plaoed about 
one and one-half Inches below the line of lettering to made
and the 'krlangle moved along with the tips of the fingershand*
of the left/ This leaves the right hand entirely free.
The Study of letter £pacing 
In ordinary reading we recognize a word by the group 
of letters that make the word. For this reason you will 
notice that on a printed page the letters of each word are 
grouped together. To make a word look like one group 
rather than two or more groups it Is necessary to make the 
apparent space between letters equal. If the letters were
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mad« with the sj^oes exactly equal they would not appeex 
equal* Figure 67 llluetratee the difference between exact 
■pacing and apparent spacing* To assist In making the 
spaces apparently equal the following will be found helpful.
The alphabet can be divided Into two groups of letters, 
those with closed sides and those with open sides; that is, 
those letters whose sides fill out or nearly fill out the 
full width of the letter space, which are: H N 0 D G R
B S Ü Q, the first side of F E L K C P and the back of J; 
and those letters who sides do not fill out the full width 
of the letter space, which are: A V W Y X 2 T, the backs 
of F E L K C P and the front of J* The first group will 
hereafter be oalled closed" letters end the second group 
**open** letters# %lth these two groups It Is possible to 
make three combinations: (1) %hen two closed letters come
together, (S) when two open letters come together, and (Z) 
when an open letter and a closed letter come together*
The space between the same two letters will not always 
be the same, but depends upon the size of lettering being 
made and upon the space into which they must fit* If the 
lettering does not need to be limited In length, good 
spacing can be secured by observing the following:
(a) Llake the space between two closed letters equal to 
three-eighths of the letter height#
(b) !^ke the space between an open and a closed letter
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•quaX to tmo-elghth# of the letter height.
io) ICeke the epaoe between two open letters equal to 
one-eighth of the letter height.
(d) irjËûtB the epaoes for the letter I one-eighth of 
the height more than the above rules would require.
(e) In the oocbln&tlon of euoh letters as L f and T A 
where the apparent epaoe is very large It will be neeeesary 
to make the a peeing smaller than rule (o) would indicate*
An easy way to remember these rules is by means of a 
simple diagram* Let a straight line (1) represent a closed 
letter and let a curved line (() represent an open letter* 
Then we have the three combinations that would bo found in 
lettering* 11, (), and 1) or (1. If we now mark between 
these symbols the spaces eaoh such combination requires 
the diagram is complete and gives a short method of showing 
the three principal rules of spacing, thus: 151, (1), and 
12) or (21.
Space between ftords end Sentences
The space between the words of a sentence should be 
equal to that occupied by a letter and its spaces, or said 
in another way, the words of a sentence should be spaced 
so that a letter could be placed between the two words 
leaving the normal spacing each side of this letter. This 
spacing is illustrated in Figure 68. The space between 
two sentences should be equal to that occupied by three
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letter* with their spaoee* If the rules for the epaolng 
of letters in a word and the spacing; of words are followed, 
the result will give a grouping of letters in the word 
that will be ae easily read as a printed page.
The %ldth of letters 
The width of all letters of the same height are not 
equal but vary more or less so that they will appear In 
balance with the other letters. The following will greatly 
assist thv beginner In determining the correct width to 
use so that the letters will have good proportion, llake 
all letters three-fourths as wide as they are high with 
these exceptions: A, which is about four-fiftha as wide
as It la high; IZ, whose width should be equal to the height; 
W, with a width equal to six-fifths Its height; and I, 
whioh should be a single line. The width of letters may 
be slightly extended or contracted to make the lettering 
fit a given epaoe, but the relationship of width of the 
various letters must be maintained.
lettering Exercises 
To assist In learning the shapes of letters the alpha­
bet has been divided Into five groups, eaoh group contain­
ing those letters having similar construction. Eaoh group 
will be practiced separately.
Out a sheet of drawing paper so as to make six small 
pieces about four Inches by two and one-half Inches. Fasten
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one of the email pieces on the drawing hoard with the hot- 
torn of the paper lined up with the T-square and held In po­
sition hy a thuioh tack at each of the left hand comers.
To Insure making the tops and bottoms of the letters even, 
the draftsman must always draw guide lines{ one for the 
tops and one for the bottoms of the letters* These lines
must be made very light so that they will erase easily and
also 80 that they will not interfere with the forming of
the tops and bottoms of the letters* For the exercise
sheet the guide lines will he made one-eighth of an inch 
apart with one-eighth of an inch between each set of guide 
lines* The distance between lines of print is usually 
equal to the height of letter being made*
%hlle the hardness or grade of pencil to use will de­
pend upon the paper being worked upon, as a general rule a 
pencil three or four grades softer than the drawing pencil 
being used on that paper will be the best* A IE pencil is 
usually satisfactory. The pencil should be sharpened sim­
ilarly to the drawing pencil, making the lead about of an 
Inch long* Keep the pencil in good condition by occasion­
ally rubbing on the piece of sand paper*
Letters I, II, T, F, E, L 
This group of letters has only 60 degree and horizon­
tal lines* The 60 degree lines should be drawn from the 
top downward or toward the worker. It will be noticed that
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thlA Is Just the opposite of the way a meohauloaX drawn 
line should be ci^de* The horizontal lines should be drawn 
from the left toward the right. Hold the T-square and 60 
degree triangle as already explained and as illustrated in 
Figure 66. Construct four letters of each kind starting 
with the letter I. Hake each letter two spaces high, this 
being one-fourth^ and leave two spaces, or one-fourth',' be­
tween the lines of lettering. Hake each letter the correct 
width and make the spacing between them as given in the 
preceding rules for spacing. The lines that determine the 
width of a letter should be drawn first to Insure the cor­
rect width# After these large letters have been completed, 
print the whole group In the order as given at the top of
this paragraph. Repeat this group until the first sheet
is filled# Hake the letters only one space high or 1/8". 
Observe the rules for width and spacing between letters#
letters K, M, N, X, z.
Place a second sheet of paper on the drawing board
and prepare guide lines as for the first exercise* In 
this group are found slanting lines that do not follow the 
60 degree slant# For the letters K, R, X, Z, draw very 
light lines at 60 degrees the correct distance apart for 
the fronts and backs of these letters and connect the nec­
essary points, freehand, to form the letters. The outside
lines of the letter U are made first, then select the
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middle point on the baae line between these outside lines 
end oonneot this point with the tops of the side lines. 
Follow the rules for direction of stroke, width of letters 
end 6peeing of letters, Make eaoh letter four times, two 
spaoes high. Then make the group one space high In the 
order given at the top of the paragraph. Repeat this 
group until the sheet Is filled the same as for the first 
group of letters*
Letters A, V, K, Y.
The beginner Is more apt to form these letters wrong 
than In any other group, but will have no trouble If the 
directions are earefully followed. Place the third sheet 
of paper with the proper guide lines on the drawing board. 
For the letters 7 and X small dots should be placed on the 
top guide line marking off the correct width for each of 
these letters. For the letter A the two dots should be 
placed on the bottom guide line. Now estimate the midpoint 
between each set of dots and make another dot on the guide 
line. Through this last dot draw a line at 60 degrees 
using the method for making 60 degree lines as In the other 
letters# The remaining lines for A, 7, and X can now be 
drawn. The cross line for a should be two-thirds of the 
height from the top# For the letter » select the mid-point 
and then select the midpoint on each half# Through the 
latter point draw a 60 degree line and connect the lower
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extremity of thle line with the top points. In order that 
the whole letter may appear to be slanting et 60 degrees# 
the center line must be given this slant. Do not make the 
mistake of slanting one of the sides of any of this group at 
60 degrees, iz^e each letter four times and then follow the 
group order as on the preceding sheets*
Letters o# Q# 0, G, D# J# TJ.
Prepare the fourth sheet of paper. It should be no* 
tleed that the curve of the sides of these letters are not 
half circles but rather more of an ellipse. Remember that 
the center of the letter must be made at the 60 degree 
slant. The straight sides of the letters D, J# end U 
should be drawn before the curved part* start at the top 
and middle and stroke toward the bottom middle* thus making 
the letter O In two strokes* In small lettering 0 and G 
may be made In one stroke* but for large letters it will 
be necessary to form them with three strokes. The back of 
D may be made with one stroke. Proceed with the erercise 
as on the preceding sheets# observing all the rules.
Letters B# P* R, s.
Prepare the fifth piece of exercise paper. The let* 
ter H should first be formed for each of these letters to 
insure the proper width and middle division. Each curve 
of the B is £nde In one stroke. The top of the P« H, and 
all of s are each made in one stroke * Be sure to make the
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baoka of both the curvea on the B come to a 60 degree line* 
The bottom point of the leg of the B must also be brought 
in a 60 degree line srlth the back of the curve* Complete 
thle last exercise sheet es In the preceding exercises*
lettering the riates.
After making ell the lettering exercises# the drawing 
for the first plate should be fastened to the drawing 
board as when drawing* The space provided at the bottom 
of the sheet for the name plate or **card'̂  as It is some­
times called# will be the first part to be lettered* The 
amount of space given to a name plate and the Information 
It should contain varies considerably among different 
drafting offices* A copy of the name plate used by one 
large concern Is shown In Figure 69* The name plate we 
shall use# together with the necessary dimensions, is shown 
la Figure 70. Proceed by steps In the following manner: 
First; Draw In pencil the lines which make the form 
of the name plate.
Second: In very light pencil lines draw the guide
lines for the lettering*
Third; %lth the IH pencil carefully pencil in the 
large lettering using the mechanical guides the same as 
when doing the lettering exercises* Follow all the rules 
for spacing of letters and words* Shape each letter slowly 
and carefully* The space at the right end of the name
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plate which Is usually used for the part number In oontiaer* 
clal drawings, on our drawings will be used for the plate 
number#
Fourth: After completing the large letters, the small
lettering may be made.
The scale for plate I shall be, **scale full size.**
When the drawing Is made one-half the actual size, the 
scale shall then be written, "scare half size." v.hen scales 
smaller than half size are used, they should be written la 
the following manner: "scale- S" » 1* - 0"
The "kind of material" should not be written In but 
only give In that space the name or initials of the materi­
al of which the object la to be made# The following may 
be used for this purpose:
Cast Iron c. I.Wrought Iron — —  w. I.Cold rolled steel —  C. B. S.Brass Brassi:achine steel — m * s#Tool steel — — — T. S.Babbitt babbittCast steel ———— — —  C. c*Wrought steel w# s.
The last Item on this line "Number required" moans 
the nuxober of such parts as are shown on the drawing as 
will be necessary to make one unit of the rhole job that Is 
being drawn.
On metal objects which are made by casting and then 
being machined to the desired size and finish, it is neo-
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eeaary that sufriolent additional metal be allowed on such 
su2*races as are to be machined# smoothed or surfaced so 
that the finished job will be the size desired* The work 
of planning for such allowances falls on the pattern maker, 
but the draftsman must show on hie drawing where the sur­
faces are that will require finish allowance. The usual 
way to show that a surface is to be finished is to place a 
small letter "f** on the line and at right angles to the
line that indicates the edge view of the surface to be fin­
ished.
Each surface to be finished shall be marked only once 
in this way* To indicate that a hole is to be a machined 
hole and not a cast hole^ one of the following words are 
placed in line with the dimension for that hole: drill,
bore, or turned* "Drill" is used for holes that are to be
made with a machine drill; "bore" is used for larger holed 
that must be made with the boring bar either in the lathe 
or the drill press; "turn" is used for the largest holes 
that are turned on the lathe. This term is more frequently 
used to indicate that an outside round surface is to be 
finished by turning in the lathe. The word "spot face" is 
used when only a small part of a surface is to be finished, 
such as would be required for a nut seat. In some shops 
the amount to be allowed for finish Is indicated on the 
drawing by placing one, two, or three "f* s" in a group.
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eaoh "f* meaning that one^elghth of an Indti la to be al­
lowed* Thus three "f^e” would require on allowance of 
three-elghthe of an Inch, la all of our drawings are of 
email or medium elze# It will be neoeaaary to use only one 
**f** at eaoh place* then an object Is to be finished on all 
surfaces, the "f*s” are omitted, and the words ’̂ finish all 
over" are placed In a convenient place on the drawing* 
Ecmetlmee these words are abbreviated and only the letters 
**F« A. 0. ** are used*
then Information Is needed on a drawing that cannot 
go in the name plate or as a dimension, it may be put in 
some convenient place on the paper, but off of the drawing 
proper. In the form of a note and to be preceded by the 
word "note"* If the Information needed is not too lengthy. 
It may be placed Just off the drawing proper but near the 
point to which It refers and connected to that point with 
a freehand arrow* Both of these ways are shown in Figure 
71*
The Information required on eaoh drawing can be ob­
tained from the following outline:
Plate 1 Iron BlockScale - full size tCaterial - cast iron Number required - one FlnliEdi all over
Plate £ Clamp BlockScale - full size Ihterlal - cast iron
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number required * oneFinish - only the notehee on the ends
Plate Z V BlockPoale - full else IZnterlal east Iron Number required - one Finish all over.
Plate 4 Adjusting Lever Seale - full size Materiel - east Iron Number required - one Finish Indicated on the sketch
Plate 5 Brake Cuadrant Seale - full size Material machine steel Number required - two Finish " indicated on the sketoh
Plate 6 Rocker ArmScale «• full size Material machine steel Number required - eight Finish * Indleated on the sketch
Plate 7 Cone PulleyScale • full sizeMaterial cast ironNumber required - twoFinish « a l l  outside surfacesNotes " about webs as on the sketch
Plate 8 BracketScale • full size i:aterlal - cast Iron Number required oneFinish - top surface of bosses and top face of right end
Plate 9 Bolts and ThreadsScale give the scale used for each of the parts at the bottom of eaoh part Material * the material for eaoh part should be marked beside or under the scale for each part.
Number required and finish will not be In­dicated.
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Notes * all information on thread shapes and sizes
Plate 10 £ooentrie strap Soale * full size Material - east iron Nutxher required - oneFinish • outside side surfaoes, and flat surfaoes of the three lu^s Notes all information on drill, tap, and thread sizes#
%hen all the letterixis has been placed on all the 
drawings in pencil, they shou0.d then be "inked in". The 
ball point pen will be used for the larger letters in the 
name plate. Prepare the pen and use it as directed under 
"Dimensioning"# All other lettering on the drawing shall 
be inked with the second weight pen #631. Rerwmber the 
quotation at the beginning of "lettering" and do this work 
with the greatest of care. Go very slowly - do not work 
for speed. Begin with the first plate and go through the 
ten in their consecutive order.
The drawing should now be cleaned by rubbing the en­
tire surface with art gum. Remove all indi«mitions of pen­
cil marks, dirt, finger prints, erasures, or other causes 
of detracting from the appearance of the drawing. This 
set of drawings is now complete.
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r i a W  XI Assembly Drawing (Float Valve)
I* Z^urpoae:
To provide praotioe In reading drawings.
To Illustrate the system of detailing a single pro-
jest.
To make an assembly drawing#
To Illustrate a system of dimensions from the center
line*
II. Tools required;
Drawing board, T-square, triangles, soale, set of in­
struments, limb protractor (optional}*
III* Supplies required:
One double sheet drawing paper, penciling and inking 
material*
IV. Instructions:
1* riace the drawing pa per on the board with the long 
dimension In a vertical position and draw a border ling
1 2 &" X 1 3 ".
2* An assembly drawing serves three purposes# First, 
by following the dimensions given on the detail sheets it 
will test whether these parts are of the proper size to 
fit In the position for which they were designed# Ceeond, 
the assembly drawing is used in the assembly department of 
the shop to show where and how the various parts are to be
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asaembXed* %lrd# the aaaembly drawing la the nearest to 
a pictorial showing of the ohjeet and is sometimes used to 
show how the finished object will appear. An assembly draw* 
ittg la Illustrated In Figure 72a and Figure 72b. Figure 
720 Illustrates an assembly drawing together with its de­
tails#
3# There should be two views in this assembly drawing, 
a frcmt view, and a top view# The usual method of figuring 
spacing should be used except that the end of the handle 
on the right side of the drawing nay be made to almost 
touch the right border line, the extra space being allowed 
on the left side of the drawing. This Is done to bring 
the apparent mass of the drawing nearer the center of the 
sheet. As In other circular drawings, the center lines 
should be made first*
4# In an assembly drawing no invisible edges are in­
dicated unless that is necessary to show where or how some 
part Is placed. In this drawing no Invisible edges are re­
quired.
5. Each part on an assembly drawing shall be given 
the same number as found on the detail sheet for that part. 
Some definite system for arrangement of numbers should be 
used. If possible, the numbers should not be placed on 
the drawing of the part but rather to one side and connect­
ed to the part by an arrow. Sometimes letters or oombina-
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tiona or letters end numbers are used to designate the 
parte*
6* It has been stated that one of the purposes of an 
assembly drawing is to show how the finished objeet will 
appear* To assist in this objective» shade lines are fre­
quently placed on the edge views of circular surfaces.
Such lines should be of very light weight placed rather 
close together at the outer edges of the curve and gradual­
ly becoming farther apart toward the center* There should 
be a blank space at the center of the curve. The shading 
lines may or may not be put on.
7* No dimensions or finish marks shall be placed on 
the assembly drawing.
6* It should be noted on the detail drawing of the 
handle that a system of dimensioning!# used that has not 
appeared before* In order that the patternmaker may secure 
a desired shape of curve that cannot be drawn with the com­
pass, it is necessary to give the dimensions for the loca­
tion of a series of points through which the desired curve 
may be drawn* The "French” or "irregular" curve la used 
to connect the series of located points* In using the Ir­
regular curve see that It connects at least three points 
eaoh time* Also make each new part of the curve overlap 
the previous part by the distance between one set of points* 
This Is done that the finished curve may look like one
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oontinuous line rather than a eerles of short ourres*
Section Assembly Drawing Fla te 12 {iieam TtirustJ
I. Purposes
To make a section assembly drawing.
To use a proportional soale.
I I .  Tools required:
Ccsaplete set of drawing Instruments.
:il. l^aterlals required:
One double sheet of drawing paper, penciling and Ink­
ing materials.
I V .  Instructions:
1. An assembly drawing %hloh shows only the outside 
of the object such as made for the Float Valve Is not sat­
isfactory when a number of parts are enclosed within the 
larger piece# For this reason. It la often necessary to 
make "section assembly drawings", that is, a section view 
through the assembled object#
2. The drawing to be made for this plate will be sim­
ilar to that shown in Figure 73. The dimensions for this 
drawing are to be taken from the detailed drawings of the 
steam Thzrust as provided in Plate 12. (11 sheets.) A copy
of ^ e  drawing to be made is also provided for this plate.
3# It should be noticed that the detail drawings for 
the Stesm Thrust are made to different scales. This makes
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It hard to form a mental picture of the complete object*
It will therefore be neceeeary to work exactly from the 
dlmenslone provided. By a etudy of the dlmenslone It will 
be seen that It la Impoaalble to make the assembly drawing 
"full aize^ on a double sheet of drawing paper. The next 
possible scale would be "half size"; this also la too 
large. The next possible scale would be "one fourth size" 
or 3" equals 1* - 0". A little arithmetic will soon show 
that the drawing can be made to this scale cn the size 
paper being used*
4. The crosshatching of the separate pieces In the 
section assembly drawing should be planned so that adjoin-* 
Ing pieces shall have their crosshatehlng lines slanting 
In opposite directions. This assists greatly In distin­
guishing the separate pieces,
5. The drawing shall contain no dimensions, but eaoh 
part shall be marked with the number found In the name plate 
of the detail drawing for that part.
6* In a drawing such as this which contains so many 
different pieces and which are so closely connected. It Is 
very essential that a good distinction be made In the weight 
of lines used for the visible edges and that used for the 
crosshatehlng lines when Inking the drawing* Iŵ ake an ef­
fort to see that the crosshatehlng lines are evenly spaced.
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To us« « proportional aoale.
A drawing rada to the eoola 5" aquala X* moana that 
a line drawn throe Inohoo long on the drawing repreoento 
one foot on the eotual object* The 5' on the ooale corre* 
•ponde to 12" on the object* The 3" aeale la redivided# 
flret into 12 parte# each part repreeentlng 1", Each euoh 
inch Is then redivided Into the oomnon divisions of an Inch# 
the smallest division on the 5" scale representir^ 1/8 Inch 
of object. The remainder of the 12" soale Is only divided 
into 3" spaces each# being IS Inches on the object*
If an object 9" long Is to be drawn to the 3" scale#
It Is not necessary to find 1/4 of 9 but simply to mark 
off from the aero point on the 3” scale the 9" mark on that 
scale# hhen a dlzaenslon Is over one foot# It will be neces­
sary to express It In feet and Inches; thus# 20** should be 
read on the scale as X* - e**. Figure 74 shews how to makk 
off this dimension*
retaixin.". 
r ia tg  X? ( Tlmbar ivalley)
Z« Furpose:
To make separate detailed working d r a w l s  from an as­
sembled picture drawing*
To show how to make a tracing*
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7 single sheets drawing paper*
7 sheets training paper or training eloth*
Penoiling and inking materials.
IT. Instruotiens:
1# In the drawings made up to Plate 13, the procedure 
or order of making drawings as practiced in most commercial 
drafting rooms has not been followed, but beginning with 
this plate such shall be the objective*
2# The commercial procedure usually is to first, make 
the pencil drawing on paper; second, put on the dimensions; 
third, put on lettering and notes; (sometimes the ki ttering 
and notes are only written freehand on the pencil drawing;) 
fourth, make a tracing of the pencil drawing directly in 
Ink, containing the dimensions with notes and lettering;
(if the notes were written freehand on the pencil drawing 
then they should be printed in pencil on the tracing before 
Inking; if, however, they were printed on the pencil draw­
ing then they may be inked on the tracing without repenoil- 
Ing;) fifth, make the blue print from the tracing*
3. The picture drawing of the Timber Dolley shots such 
a dolley with all its parts placed together in their proper 
position* It is the student's job to take this apart in
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hi» Imagination and to make oomplata working drawings of 
•aoh part shown as rsqulrsd to make the Timber Dolley.
Eaeh drawing must be entirely oomplete In Itself or contain 
all Information that would be needed by the workman to make 
It.
4 . The usual eomnerelal practice of placing the draw­
ing of only one object on eaoh sheet should be obserwed.
The student will need to determine for himself how many 
Views of eaeh object are required. A half sheet» that is, 
one-half of a 10 x 13^ Is the smallest unit aheet that may 
be used for any one object. Do not out the single sheet» 
but rather divide the sheet with a pencil line and make a 
separate drawing on eaoh half.
5. The scale to be used for eaoh object will need to 
be determined. It may be more convenient to use a differ­
ent scale for the different parts. As eaoh drawing Is com­
plete in Itself It would be correct» if so desired» to do 
so. It is economy In time and In material to draw large 
simple objects to a reduoed soale. It is probably best to 
draw small objects full sise.
6. An article that Is a standard commercial product 
and that Is procurable In the open market is seldcm made 
separately for single jobs. It is therefore not necessary 
to make drawings of such eurtlolea it they form part of the 
whole job. They are usually only listed In the material
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llet or apeoirioatlona* Several auoh articles appear in 
the Timber Dolley, the bolts, nuts and washers for the pil­
low blooks, and the nuts and washers for the tie red s.
These need not be drawn*
7* The pencil drawings for all of the required parts 
for lüie Timber Dolley should be made before any of the 
tracings are made. This Is done so that If necessary to 
make any changes in the drawings or dimensions as the var­
ious parts are developed they may be made with comparative 
ease. Cheek the dimensions for eaoh part and sea that they 
fit with the other parts or in the space provided for that 
part*
6. Drawings In a shop are usually known by their num­
ber or letter* Eaoh eeparate drawing should be provided 
with such a means of identification. It is suggested that 
the Initials of the complete object be used as a serial 
number and that the individual pieces be designated by con­
secutive numbers. For example, the letters T.D* will serve 
as serial nuiiibers for the Timber Dolley. These letters to 
be followed by the numbers 1, £, 3, 4, etc., using one num­
ber for each part. The first part to be drawn would, there­
fore, be numbered **TD1**. The last right hand space In the 
name plate is provided for the number.
9. It la necessary to make a complete and separate 
drawing for each of the following partsi
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Name of part Material Number Required
1. Jide timber wood Z2. End timber wood Z3. Axle cold rolled steel 14. Pillow block oast iron z5. Bushing babbitt z6. Tie rod wrought iron z7. Roller cast iron 1
To Make a Tracing;
Making the tracing is the final piece of work of the 
draftsman. The quality of the work on the tracing, the 
accuracy of the drawing, the neatness of the lettering, 
and the correctness of the dimensions will show here as the 
evidence of the draftsman*s ability. All work on a tracing 
should be done with the greatest care. The quality, weight, 
or width of line used in inking should be carefully select­
ed that the correct line value may assist in making the 
drawing clear.
Tracings may be made either on tracing paper or on 
tracing cloth. Tracing paper is made of thin paper of 
good quality and treated so as to make it transparent. It 
will not stand much, if any, erasing, and is lihble to be 
torn if handled to any great extent. For these reasons 
tracing paper should be used only for simple drawings that 
probably will not require many corrections or from which 
only a few prints are to be taken. The tracing paper is, 
however, very much cheaper than tracing cloth, and for this 
reason is usable for many purposes.
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Traoing cloth Is ms de from a thin» fine quality oloth 
«hieh is treated with a starch preparation so as to make It 
transparent* If a tracing Is to contain very much work» or 
If many prints are to be taken from the tracing. It should 
then be made on tracing cloth* Tracing cloth costs about 
ten times as much as tracing paper* Host commercial draft­
ings are made on tracing cloth* The student may use either 
paper or cloth for the tracings being made, though It is 
suggested that one group of drawings be traced on paper and 
that the second be traced on cloth so that the experience 
of working on both may be had* In tracing on the cloth 
the work should be done on the dull side*
Helpful Suggestions for Tracing
Have the pencil drawing exactly lined up with the T- 
square before covering with the tracing cloth.
Fasten the oloth with thumb tacks placing them as 
follows: Place two or three thumb tacks In the top left
hand comer and stretch the oloth from the lower right hand 
corner until a ridge appears across the cloth, fasten this 
corner while thus stretched. Brushing the cloth from the 
center toward the remaining corners will make It lie tight 
to the paper* Do not leave thumb tacks In the paper under 
the tracing cloth. They prevent the cloth lying t l^t to 
the paper* The tack In eaoh corner of the paper should be 
removed when the tack for the tracing at that corner Is
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itt being bXeoed* A emooth, tight, tracing 1» greatly to 
be desired* It is much easier to work with and assists in 
greater aceuraey.
Both tracing cloth and tracing paper should be dusted 
with chalk or talcum powder to cover over the oily or 
greasy surface so that the ink will "take" well# Excess 
amounts of chalk or talcum should be brushed off with a 
cloth or fine brush.
The pencil eraser should be used to remove ink frcm 
tracing cloth* If the ink eraser is used it will roughen 
the surface and make it unfit for further work*
A soft pencil such as the IH should be used if any 
pencil work is to be done on the tracing*
A tracing may be cleaned and pencil marks removed from 
the surface by wiping with a eloth dampened in gasoline or 
benzine,
renoll guide lines should be drawn for all lettering 
on the tracing even though such lines were drawn on the 
pencil drawing*
Do not remove a tracing until It is complete as it is
almost impossible to replace it as it was at first*
lloisture on the surface of tracing oloth will leave a 
spot that cannot be removed and that will show on the blue 
print* Do not touch the tracing with moist hands* A
sneeze or cough on a tracing may ruin it.
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14 (Conneotlng Bod)
I* Purpose;
To make detailed working drawings from a dimensioned 
assembly drawing.
To show how to make blueprints*
XI* Tools required:
Complete set of drawing Instruments*
III* I^aterials required:
Four single sheets drawing paper* four single sheets 
of tracing paper or tracing cloth* penciling and inking ma­
terials*
IV* Instructions:
1. The dimensioned assembly drawing of the connecting 
rod shows such a rod with all its parts placed together in 
their proper position* It is the student’s job to take 
this apart in his imagination and to make oomplete working 
drawings of each different part to be found thereon.
Zm The detail drawing for each different part must be 
complete and contain all Information required by the workman 
to make that parts
a. dimensions.
b. finish marks*
o* name of material of which it is to be made.
d* number of these p*arts required for one com­plete connecting rod.
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e« the standard name plate.
3» The same oommerolal praotioe shall be followed In 
drawing thle plate as used in the preceding one, i.e.: the 
drawing of eaoh part shall be on eeparate sheets, no sheet 
shall be less than one-half a standard sheet, only pencil 
the drawings on the paper, trace the drawings in Ink.
4* If two parts are to be drawn on a single sheet the 
paper should be turned with the long direction of the paper 
in a vertical position and divided in the middle by a hori­
zontal line* space must be allowed on the bottom edge of 
eaoh part (this la the 9" edge) for the standard name 
plate*
5* L^ke as few views of each part as may be needed to 
show all information; no part to have less than two views* 
All drawings should be full size* The following parts are 
required] NumberName of Part I'aterlal Required
1* Main rod special steel 1
Z* Cap special steel 1
3. Connecting rod bushing babbitt £4* %rist pin bushing brass 1Ô. Bolt machine steal £6* Castle nut machine steel 27. eplit washer spring steel 2
6* Provide a serial and individual number in the name
plate for eaoh part# Information relative to the castle
nut and to the number of threads per inch on the bolt may
be obtained from the table **Castle Nut Proportions*** The
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drawing of aapllt washer Is shown In Figure 76* It should 
he noted that the thread on the holt and nut Is the E.A.E. 
standard.
To ùiake Blueprints
For most purposes, several copies of a drawing are re* 
quired which If made separately would he very expensive.
It Is for the purpose of producing a number of copies that 
a tracing is made. The additional copies are made in blue­
print form from the tracing. To make a blueprint, it is 
necessary to have a printing frame, fresh water in some 
form of tray at least as large as the print to be made, 
and blueprint paper. The print is made as follows;
Open the printing frame and turn with the glass side 
down, lay the tracing on the inside of the glass with the 
ink side against the glass. Cut a piece of blueprint pa­
per slightly larger than the tracing and lay it on top of 
the tracing with the Coated side against the tracing.
Cover with the pad and clamp on the backing boards. Turn 
the front of the frame perpendicular to the direct rays of 
the sun. The time required for exposure will depend upon 
the kind and age of paper being used, the time of day and 
bri^tness of the sun. Fast paper will require from SO 
seconds to two or three minutes in b right sunlight. A 
print may be made in daylight but not in direct sunlight 
by exposing from ten minutes to an hour. The time of
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exposure In all eases will need to bo found by experiment»
placedIng;» After exposure the print should be/In running water 
for five minutes to be thoroughly washed; If washed for 
less time it Is liable to fade, î»!any blueprints that have 
been over-exposed can be brought out and saved by washing 
the Burfaoe with a dilute solution of potassium blcromate,
A blueprint that has been fixed" with this ohemloal will 
need to be washed more than usual. After washing,the print 
should be hung over a stick* string, or wire and allowed to
dry. The drying may be done more rapidly by placing the
print on a hot radiator or suspending the print over heat 
In some form. Do not handle the traolngs with wet or 
moist hands or allow any water to be dropped on the tracing.
Most commercial blueprinting Is done on blueprinting
machines. The principle of blueprinting by machine Is the 
same as that of hand and sunlight except that the light In 
the machine is supplied by electricity.
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or Bolt
«
9 Throad# t p«r iaoEt
•





18/8 t 8/84 3/58 tt 9/38
e/ift I at 1/8 f 8/84 3/38 t 81/84
8/0 I 84 0/18 1 1/B 1/8 t 13/58
V/IA t 80 11/18 t 1/8 a/s I 89/84
1/a t 80 8/4 1 1/8 8/18 1 0A8
9/la t 10 7/8 1 8/38 a/18 t 89/84
e/lB ( _ 10 18A8 t 8/38 1/4 t1 83/58
ix/ia I 18 t1 t 8/38 1/4 t 49/84
a/4 1 18 1 1/8 1 6/38 1/4 1 13/18
7/a 14 1 1/4 t 8/58 1/4 1 89/58
1 1 14t 1 7/18 1t 8/38 1/4
1t 1•
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DIVISION OF TESTII3D
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THtrC-FALSIS STATSlIiSïTS
Tîm truô-falôô question la a qulok method, of testing: 
one*a eolf or of testing another for Information on a gjlven 
sub j eat « The following; questions are all answered In tiie 
text under the heading; that preeedes each croup# For the 
purpose of rax^ld checking; of the answers for those questions 
a list of answers has been placed at the end of the entire 
group.
To uso the true-false questions the person answering 
need only to read the question and then writ© the letters 
**T” or ”F" (these being the Initial letters for true and 
false) or the complete word ^true’̂ or "false'’ before the 
question. Place the word "true" If you think the statement 
Is true, and place the word "false** If you think the state­
ment Is false* Do not leave any question unanswered, as In 
scoring ell unanswered questions are counted In with the 
wrongs* The usual method of scoring Is to subtract the 
wrongs from the rights, the result being the score#
It is ougcosted that the tests be taken upon the eoaa— ■ 
pletlon of each group as listed below and not waiting until 
the material of several groups have boon studied* If the 
numbers as found on the group of questions to be answered 
are written on a small place of paper and the answers "true" 
or "false” placed aftar these numbers It will save marking in
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tho book and will also mako ehooklas easier.
The T-soaare;
1* The T-s^iiare should be used on the loft edge of the 
drawing board.
8« The T-eqimre may sometimes be used as a straight 
edge to conneot two distant points.
S* The T*»»©quare should be mowed with the rt^ht hand.
4. A nlek in the edge of the T-squore will show la tho 
lines drawn along that edge.
5. The T«*-»quare is used when drawing Tortloal lines.
6. Lines should be drawn only along the top edge of the 
T-square.
The trianglesÎ
7* An angle is a distance that Is measured la feet and 
inches•
8. Two straight linos coming together form an angle.
9, 2aoh triangle contains four angles.
10. The angular distance arounl a circle is S60 degrees*
11* The angles of one triangle are SO, 45, and 90 degrees#
12. The angles of another triangle mre 45, 45, and 90 
degrees.
IS* The triangle is used against the lorror edge of the 
T-square•
14. The triangle should be under the hand that is draw­
ing the line.
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15# Tho triangle la used to draw horizontal lines*
16* The triangle Is used to draw vertleal lines*
17* The triangle Is used to draw «Ifîntlng lines*
The aoale.
16* The sosle la to he used to measure with only#
19* ^11 measurements should begin at the very end of the
scale*
20* ifhen measuring from a line the scale must be held 
perpendicular to that line*
The nencll.
21* A 6B pencil Is harder than a IH pencil*
22* Line drawing should be done with the IH pencil*
25* A short point Is desirable as It will not break so 
easily*
24* The lead of the pencil should be sharpened with a knife* 
26. The point of a newly sharpened pencil should be about 
threeo«>elghtha of an Inch long*
26* The penoll should be used with sufficient preasiire 
to make an indentation in the pnper*
Making the border lines.
27* The paper should be placed near the left edge of the 
drawing board*
28* Thumb taeks should not be pressed In h£?>rd as this 
will make thorn hard to remove*
29* Horizontal lines should be drawn toward the ri^t*
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50* Vertical lines should he drawn upward, away from 
the worker*
SI* Two points ore necessary to draw a horizontal line 
with the drawing tools*
S2« The dimensions for the standard hoxAer line are 
9i % 12*
Position of views.
S3* In a photograph nil parts are not their true size 
in relation to other parts in that picture*
S4* In mechanical drawing ell parts ere drawn their
exact size in relation to other parts in that drawing, 
55* In a mechanical drawing one view will show all facts 
necessary to make that object*
56* The name of the most common views drawn ere top, 
bottom, and side*
57* The x>osition of a view in relation to the other 
views determines tlie none of that view*
38. All point® in the side view are in a horizontal
line with their respective points in the front view* 
30* The top end side views ere always the same width*
40* A visible edge is to be represented by a broken
line*
S p a c in g  o f  v ie w s *
41* It is neoosKory to space the views of a drawing 
that the drawing may appear well*
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48. Tbm spaoe on all four sides of the drawing should 
he equal*
43* i.n apparently equal spacing Is desirable* 
ript» 1» (Iron Block)
44* A dot slK>uld he placed at each point where lines 
Intersect*
43* Tlooklng la*’ insures the views being in their 
correct position la relation to each other*
48* The lines of the pencil drawing should not cross 
each other at the corners*
47* The thickness of the bottom piece in the front end 
side views will need to be measured separately*
48* All the edges in this drawing are visible edges* 
49* The lines that run over at the corners of the ob­
ject should be erased as they will be of no later 
value#
Plate g* {Clamp Block)
30* The **Blooking In” method is used in drowlng the 
outline of the Clamp Block*
31* Each view should be drawn completely before start­
ing the next view*
32* The new kind o line found on this drawing is 
called a "dotted” line*
33# A dotted line represents an imaginary edge.
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64» Tb0 length or the dots sad spaces In a dotted 
line are to be determined by the student»
65» A good length dot to us© Is ©bout one fourth 
of an Inch»
56# The dots of e dotted line should never touch 
the terminating lines*
57* ?rhen dotted lines form a comer they should meet*
53» ft'hon dotted lines cross each other there should 
be a space left at ttm point of crossing»
59» ^ell made dotted lines make a drawing easier to 
read#
Plete S» {T Bloct)
60# Two Intersecting lines locate a point more ©xect- 
2jr than does a dot#
Ô1# To draw a line at 46 degrees to a horizontal* It 
is necessary to locate two points In that line#
52» A slanting line forms an edge when It meets a hori­
zontal line#
53, Projection la the method of locating c point or
line in a second view without the use of the scale
if its location In the first view Is known*
54# Horizontal projection Is done with a triangle#
55# Vertical projection is done with the T-square only# 
Pl©te 4# (Adjusting lever)
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6ô* Three views ore required Tor all objects.
67* The first lines to be drawn for a circular ob­
ject is the center lines for the circle.
63* A center lino does not show any part of the object#
69# A small space should be left where two center lines 
meet#
70* ill center lines are straight lines#
71* A line that is tangent to a circle enters the 
circle at the point of tangenoy#
72# Center lines must be drovm for every circle#
The compass*
73# The lead of a eompoas should be eborpcned round#
74* A tight friction Joint mokes it easy to accurately 
adjust the compass#
76. If the lino made by the compas? is not dark enough» 
a little more pressure should be exerted#
76* Circles should be drawn in <me direction only» 
usually clockwise#
77. The bow compass should be used for circles of less 
than one inch in radius#
plate 5* (Brake uadrant)
73# In projection, if the T-square or triangle forms a 
tangent to the side of a circle in the front view» 
there should be © line at the position of tangency
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In the &XAe or top view as the oaso may be#
79* A oirole or arc of a circle cannot be drawn 
tangent to both a straight line and a circle 
at the some time*
(hooker Arm)
80* A fillet is a drafting Instrument used in drew* 
ing small olroles or ares.
81* A fillet assists in molding the pottorn*
82# Guessing at the center for a fillet is a sa'is- 
factory method for the beginning draftsman*
85. When a fillet joins a flat surface it forms am 
edge which should be represented with a line* 
84* The intersection of two fillets that are at
right angles to each other forms an edge which 
is at 45 degrees to the direction of each of tin 
fillets.
Plate 7* (Cone Pulley)
85* In drawing e circle the distance between the 
points of tho compass is tho diameter of the 
circle*
80* In drawing circular objects one of the views is 
usually a oross*section view*
87* One ccn toll a cross-section view a® it is al­
ways crosshatched*
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88# Crosshat chins la put on only to show that the 
object la out in two#
89# Crosahatohins la put on only that x»rt of the 
object that would be actually out If e section 
were made of the object#
90# If a section Is made tïwvL a rib the rib is not 
orosehatched#
91* The alae keyway to be used Is determined by tho 
filzo of the shaft.
92# The depth of a fceyway is to be maesured on the 
center lino of the sheft.
Plate 8# (Brocket)
99» /n object that Is not perpmdlculrsT to tte line 
of eight of the obeerver does not show la Its 
true shape*
99* An auxlllftiy view Is one that does not come dl* 
rectly above# below# or to the side of the front 
view#
96# An auxiliary view Is drawn at e slant of 45 de­
grees to the mrface to bo shown*
96* The whole of an object should be shown in the 
auxiliary view*
97# . hen an auxiliary view is to be HJada on a drawing 
It requires judgment rather than figuring to de­
termine the location of the views*
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ZL^te 9. (Boita «nd Threads)
98* The pitch of e thread la the distance bet^yeen 
the points of two edjaoent threads*
99* The lead of a screw Is always equal to the pitch* 
100# The root diameter of a screw determines the size 
tap drill to be used*
101# The head and nut of a bolt are of equal thickness*
108# On a single thread the slant of the thread la equal 
to one-half of the pitch#
105* The distance between the light lines on a drawing 
of a thread is equal to the pitch#
104# It makes no difference which way the slant of the 
thread Is shown on the drawing of a bolt#
10b* /«a object Is always drawn Its full size#
106# The full dimension is always written on the drawing#
107* The exact numbe r of threads per inch must always
be drawn#
rig te 10*
108* The first lines to draw for a circulnr object is 
6 square to enclose the circle#
109# In a section wlew of a vertical rlghthand thread­
ed hole the lines showlag the threads will slant 
upward toward the left*
110# If a hole is to be threaded for a one-half inch 
bolt, the hole should be drilled one-half inch 
In diameter#
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Ill# The threede on a threadod hole In a crests«•aeoti on 
▼lew alant in the oppoaite dl leotion to those on 
a h<at#
118# Both the inside and outside of the ruling pen 
should he kept fro« from dry ink*
110# Dry ink may he rubbed off the ruling pen with a 
piece oC a end psper*
114# Â right hand IS rson should hold the ruling pen in 
the a©ft hand while filling it with ink#
115* The ruling p m  should he filled one-fourth Inch 
with ink#
116* Consider^le slant should he given to the ruling 
pen when drawing a line#
117# Horisontal lines should he drawn from the left 
toward the right#
118# Vertical lines should be drawn from the top down 
or toward the worker#
119# In Inking vertical lines the triangle should he
under the hand that holda the rullng pen#
ISO# Squeezing the nibs of tho pen together with the
set screw will give tho pen a better shape#
121. The set screw on the ruling pen should he adjust­
ed several times while Inking one weight of lins 
on each drawing#
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188# It is best to U80 a blotter on each line so that 
It will not be neoessaxy to watt for the ink 
to dry#
183# If a pencil eraser Is used to clean up an Inked 
drawing it will make the Ink lines pale*
184# Small partioXes of eraser or dust will not Inter** 
fere with the ruling pea as the pen will push 
them to one side#
185# There are only two weights of lines used la 
Inking a drawing#
185# A good method to use when Inking horizontal
lines Is to start at the bottom and work toward 
the top#
187, Ink lines should meet exactly at the comers but 
must not cross#
188# A good method to use In drawing Tertlcal lines
Is to start at the left and work toward the right, 
129# Only the Ink eraser should be used In eraelng 
an Ink blot#
130# The weight of a dotted line la much less than that 
of a solid line.
131, The order of Inking for dotted lines Is different 
from that for visible edge lines#
138# Drawing an Ink line to or across a vet Ink line 
is liable to make a blot.
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133. Tl«il)X0 «dgô elrolos should bs the first lines 
on a drawing to be Inked In.
134. A spaee should be left in a eenter line when It 
erosses another line*
135* A sen ter line is the same weight as a dotted line.
136. When a large eirole is being inked It is neeessarjr 
to bend the Joint in the awpass so as to make 
the nibs perpendieular to the paper.
137. a U  eirouler lines should be inked in before 
inking any of the straight lines*
138. If a line is tangent to a eirole one should be 
able to point out the point of tangency if the 
drawing is inked in well,
139# Crosshatohing lines should be inked the same weight 
as a center line.
140, The line showing the edge of a section should be 
inked as a solid line,
141. The lines on a bolt that indicate the root of 
the thread (this is the shorter lines) should be 
inked as solid full weight lines*
142* A line which shows a break in an object should be 
inked as a Tislble edge line.
143, When threads show in a section view* the lines 
which indicate the points of the threads (this 
is the shorter lines) should be inked as solid
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fall «ei^t line##
144# A good dxaftsmaa must have a knowledge of shop 
prooeasea#
145# An extonaion line la the line on which the dimBit» 
alon la written#
145. One end of the extension line should touch the 
ohjeet#
147# A dimension line la the line on which the dlmen* 
alon la written*
143# The arrow heads on the ends of the dimension 
lines should touch the extension line#
149# The extension line should just come to the point 
of the arrow head which la on the dimension line# 
150# A good space to use between the object and the 
dimension line la one«fourth of an Inch#
151. The else of an arrow head should depend upon the 
amount of space In which the arrow head Is to be 
drawn#
152# Dimensions should be placed between Tlewa as 
much as possible#
153# Short dimensions should be placed in line with 
each other#
154# long dimensions should be placed next to the ob* 
ject and the short dimensions on the outside*
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It possible the dimension should be ivritten on 
the objaot,
156# It is eood praotioe to make a dimension number 
large where there is plenty of spaoe and small 
where the spaoe is small#
157# All dimensions should read from the bottom of the 
drawing#
Isa# The dimensions required by the workman to make the 
objeot are the ones to be put on the drawing and 
not those required by the draftsman in making the 
drawing#
15#. A spaoe need not be left in the dimension line 
for the diDnension if the dimension is a whole 
fraotion#
160# A fraotion should be twioe as high as a whole 
number#
161, Kaoh number in a fraotion is as high as a single 
«diole number#
168# If the width of an objeot appears in both the top 
and side views the dimension for that width 
should be plaoed in both plaoes#
163* A spaoe should be left in the dimension line for 
most dimensions#
164# Dimensions are plaoed on the drawing to show the 
shape of the objeot#
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185# Dioiensiond are plaoed on the drawing to show the 
alsse of the ohjeet*
166« A reetongnlar hole Is usually dimensioned on the 
hole In the view In vhioh the shape of the hole 
appears»
167* Usually a dimension is not given to a dotted line#
168# If all of the rules of dimensioning are followed 
exaetly there will be no question of vdiere the 
dimension should be plaoed#
169# The dimension line for an angle Is an are#
170# A oomplete olrole Is usually dimensioned by 
giving the diameter of that olrole#
171. Arcs of olroles are usually dimensioned by giving 
the radius#
173. The looatlon of a olrole is determined by giving 
the dlmexislon to the side of the eirole#
173* A small drilled hole should be dimensioned by 
giving the diameter of the drill to be used in 
drilling that hole#
174. A radius dimension should have an arrow head at 
both ends of the radius line.
173* The dimensions for a olrole are preferably writ­
ten on the center lines for that circle.
176# When a number of dimensions are placed one out­
side of the other the figures should be placed
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on alternate sides of the center line#
177* If ft dimension is written on a erosshatched snr<» 
face ft spaoe should he left in the oroashatehing 
lines for the figures#
173* The size of a keyway is detexmined hy the length 
of the shaft#
179# Bolts are usually dimensioned in terms of the 
holt diameter,
180# The term L#H« as applied to a thread designates 
the shape of thread to he used#
lottwlng.
181, The name of the kind of lettering used in this 
course is single stroke oraftlng Letters#
188, All lettering in this oourse is to he in caps# 
183# The most satlsfaetory spacing and shaping of 
letters depends upon a "good eye"#
184# The slant of all letters must he kept uniform# 
185, The tops and bottoms of letters m e d  not he kept 
eraotly in line#
186# The weight of line used Taries with the different 
letters#
137# The spaoe between letters must he kept unifozm# 
188# A "closed" letter is one whose side fills out or 
nearly fills out the full width of the letters 
spaoe#
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139* The letter **T̂  la a elosed letter#
190# Lettering may be divided Into three groupas 
eloeed# round* and open#
191* A large number of combinations must be learned 
to be able to determine spacing#
19&# The spaoe between two open letters Is the smallest 
spaoe between two letters#
193# The spaoe between and open and a closed letter Is 
less than that between two closed letters#
194# The spaoe between two sentenoes In the same as 
that between two olosed letters*
195# A spaoe equal to the width of three letters should 
be left between two words#
195* With a few exceptions# all letters are to be made 
of equal width#
197# The following three letters are arranged with the 
widest one first and the narrowest one last;
M# W* A#
193# Speed is the most Important Item for good letterlzig< 
199# Guide lines greatly assist In keeping the tops 
and bottoms of letters even#
200# The space between two rows of lettering Is usually 
equal to the height of the letters being used#
201. The top and bottom lines of the letter E are of 
unequal length.
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202# The eldee of the letter M should be made parallel# 
203* The eldee of the letter W should be made parallel# 
204# The first side of the letter A should slant at 
40 degrees#
200# The sen ter line of the letter 7 should slant at 
60 degrees#
200* The letter J should have a cross line at the top# 
207# The bottom of the letter H should be as wide as 
the top#
203* It Is easier to letter with a medlumly soft lead 
pencil than with a hard lead pencil#
209* Under the heading **I<lnd of material*# the letters 
C#I* stand for oast Iron#
210# "Allowance for finish" means the Increase In size 
the pattern maker must give to the pattern over 
the size the object Is to be when completed In 
the machine shop#
211, "Allowance for fini Ch" may be indicated by mark­
ing an X on the edge view of the surface that la 
to have this allowance#
212* The size of a drawing shouM not Include the
allowance for finish but should be the size of the 
completed job#
213* If an object Is to be machines on all of its 
surfaces these surfaces need not be marked for
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finish^ another method la tsod in this ease*
814* Tho let tor a F#a*s * should ho put on a drawing if 
all surfaces are to have allowance for finish, 
815, Finish allowance on circular surfaces may he 
Indicated hy the words bore, turn, drill, etc.
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$ 1# xtm9Û tor **tvn4* and t tm usad tar "folye"
1 • 61 - f 101 - 101 - f8 • 08 - $ 102 - 102-45 - 68 - f 108 - 153-44 - 84 • f 104 - 104 - f8 - 05 ̂  f 100 - 100-4# - 66 - f 106 - 106 - f? * 87 • ♦ 107 - 107 - f8 » 86 - f 100 - 150-4# - 88 • t 106 - 156-410 • 60-8 110 - 160-411 • 61 - f 111 - 161 - f28 *• 68 * 8 112 - 162 - t13 - 63 « t 113 - 163 - 414 • 64 - f 114 - 164 - f10 * «6 « f 110 - 160-416 - 66 ** f 116 - 166 - 41? - 67 - * 117 - 167 - 42d - 60 - t 118 - 163 - f18 - 68 - f 116 - 166 - 480 - 70 - f 120 - 170 - 481 • 71 * f 121 - 171 - 488 • 78 * $ 122 - 172 - t83 • 78 - f 128 - 173 - 484 - 74 - f 124 - 174 - t80 • 70 * f 120 - 170 - t86 - 76 * t 126 - 176 - 48? • 77 - t 127 - 177-488 - 78 - t 128 - 178 - f88 •* 76 * f 126 - 176 - 480 ̂ ©0 • f 180 - 180 * f81 - 81 - t m  - 181 - t88 - ea - f 138 - 202-488 - 83 * f 283 - 183-484 -* 04 - t 184 - 184-486 - 88 » f 130 - 285 - f86 - 06 - t 186 - 186 - f37 - 87 - * 187 - 287 - f86 • 88 - f 138 - 168-488 • 06 • 4 136 - 186 - f40 - 60 * f 140 - 160 - f41 - 61-4 141 - 161 - t48 - 62 - f 142 - 163-448 • 63-4 148 - 163 - 444 ** 64-4 144 - 164 - t40 - 60 - f 140 - 160 - t46 - 66 - f 146 - 166 - 4
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